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Project Overview
Summary

April

May

June July August

Following Wester Hailes Community Trust’s successful 
application for Scottish Government Making Places 
funding HarrisonStevens were appointed, in April 
2018, to facilitate a community led design process for 
improvement proposals to Westside Plaza Civic Square.  

An engagement structured by School, Young People, 
Stakeholder and Community focussed events process 
began in May 2018 through to June, this is illustrated in 
the diagram below. The outcome of this process was six 
key themes which summarised the main concerns and 
opportunities expressed by the community. 

Activity – the square is boring, can there be more 
opportunity for play, active play and healthy fun?

Colour – the square is bland, can there be more 
seasonal interest, a softening of the space and colour in 
the space?

Heritage – the community has a recent but interesting 
history, can these stories and treasures be revealed 
through interpretation within the square?

Access – the surface is uneven, dangerous and there 
are many steps, can the surfaces be smooth and safe, 
with improved ramp and accessibility for all?

Stewardship – the square is poorly maintained; can the 
local community groups be encouraged to run and take 
care of some aspects of the new proposals?

Safety – the square is considered unsafe with 
threatening antisocial behaviour, can the improvements 
find a solution to the antisocial gathering, with improved 
lighting, CCTV and re-purposing of the stepped space 
to the south of the library?

These key themes formed the basis of the design 
teams concept workshops.  The workshops further 
explored wider strategic opportunities following reviews 
with the shopping centre and Scottish Canals.  The 
wider considerations included sketch proposals for re-
development around the square, a ‘built form’ solution 
to the steps to the south of the library and an enhanced 
route between the Healthy Living Centre and the Union 
Canal, using the square as a ‘hinge’.

Concept proposals were developed during July.  The 
proposedimprovements for the civic square were: 

  ▪ Improve surfaces from bus stops to the Shopping 
Centre entrance, including library access to 
improve access and rationalise gradients.  The 
immediate frontage to the square at the bus 
stops was widened creating a funnel effect, 
drawing people into the square. The steps to the 
south of the library are removed and turned into a 
community green/production space, with minimal 
step access to the upper floors of the library. A 
plinth projects into the entrance route providing 
an opportunity for informal events, busking and 
improvised entertainment.

  ▪ New play area – an imaginative and 
contemporary play area would frame the 
entrance into the square.  Through engaging and 
challenging play colour, vibrancy and activity 
would enliven the space.

  ▪ A flexible Civic Square is formed between the 
entrance route to the shopping centre and the 
service access road.  The condensed square 
is defined to the east with the retained pillars/

columns.  These columns can be re-purposed as 
information signs to diaplay, community action 
messages, integrated into the play spaces and 
could provide a canvas for community arts 
projects.  Power and water supply to the square 
will support markets, whether weekly, fortnightly, 
monthly or seasonal, and a programme of events 
will be encouraged.

  ▪ The existing barbers and snack kiosk area will be 
encouraged to act as a café seating space. With 
a southerly aspect and proximity to the play and 
bus stops it has the potential to become a lively 
and vibrant area.  New tree planting is continued 
through the space which offers a visual link to the 
proposed community green space on the west of 
the service access road.

  ▪ A community green is proposed to the west of the 
service road.  Retaining the outline of the central 
space but lifting the hard surfaces and replacing 
with soil and grass in the first instance will provide 
an instant softening of the square, in the quieter 
part of the civic square.  The softer space offers 
an opportunity for passive activity on more 
pleasant days.  New seasonal tree planting will 
introduce an informal geometry to the space and 
create shelter from the elements.

  ▪ A new self-bound gravel surface immediately 
to the edge of the green space could define 
space Heritage panels, large precast concrete 
panels with historic images and stories printed 
onto them are laid into the lawn alignmed to the 
existing paving. 

for community growing planting beds and in ground 
planting, creating shelter at a pedestrian level to the 
central lawn.  

  ▪ Further around the perimeter of the west square 
new surfaces provide smooth, safe and attractive 
routes for access to the adjacent buildings.  

  ▪ Beyond the Job Centre to the far west there is 
an opportunity to create an active and healthy 
event space by introducing multi use games 
areas (MUGA’s). This could provide a function 
for the unused public space to the roads around 
the north and west edges of the space.  These 
could be managed by the local youth groups 
and provide a living gateway to Wester Hailes, 
promoting youth activity, engagement and a 
healthy lifestyle.

Following the concept development, a Community 
Consultation event was held at the end of August.  At 
this event the community were asked to provide their 
opinion on the proposals, to endorse the creative ideas 
and to make any suggestions that had been missed or 
mis-understood during the engagement process.  The 
outcome of the consultation was overwhelming support 
with minor amendments.  

These changes were made, and the concept proposals 
amended.  The following report documents the project 
process, progress and outcomes.  The proposals are 
hereby presented to the Community on behalf of Wester 
Hailes Community Trust. 
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2. Plaza Shopping Centre mian entrance and existing trees

1. Plaza main entrance and bus stop

1

3

5

2

4

5. Edinburgh Council, Job Centre and the car entrance

4. Looking towards the main entrance from Plaza Shopping Centre

3. General  panorama of the plaza

Westside Plaza Civic Square Site Photos
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Boundary of the site

Wester Hailes Community Trust
Wester Hailes Community Trust (WHCT) is a new 
collaborative community organisation that has been 
established to support positive community-led 
development in Wester Hailes. WHCT was formed 
following extensive community engagement and 
consultation in 2015 - the Open Space event -  and is 
today a collaborative anchor organisation that is set 
up to support local people to take action in response 
to agreed community priorities. To date, WHCT has 
supported a range of local neighbourhood activities and 
a Wester Hailes wide partnership project to address 
food insecurity in the Wester Hailes community in 
response to local priorities.

Making Places
From the very beginning, WHCT focused on improving 
community facilities and unused land. There was lots of 
discussion about the Westside Plaza  - it was described 
as underused, unwelcoming and people felt unsafe - 
and yet it is the main transport hub for Wester Hailes, 
the main shopping area, and the place where important 
local amenities are located.  The WHCT decided 
to apply to Scottish Government’s Making Places 
programme for funding to support a community-led plan 
for Westside Plaza Civic Square, to redesign the square 
at the heart of Wester Hailes. They were successful 
with the application and appointed HarrisonStevens 
Landscape Architect and Urban Design to lead the 
process.

The community-led design process aims to give the 
community a voice for when decisions are being 
made about the future layout of the Civic Square.  
HarrisonStevens and WHCT are working closely with 
the local community and stakeholders to understand 
how the square is currently used, what the community 
thinks of the quality of the square and to collect 
thoughts and ideas on how to develop Westside Plaza 
Civic Square to encourage greater use.

Westside Plaza Civic Square
Since 2015, the Westside Plaza has been a constant 
theme when WHCT has asked the community about 
their concerns and priorities. Despite being the main 
transport hub for Wester Hailes and the location of 
important local amenities including the Library, Job 
Centre and shopping centre, this area is drab and 
unwelcoming. Crucially, it is not a place people choose 
to linger, leading to it feel empty and intimidating. Adding 
to the feeling of intimidating there are concerns about 
anti-social behaviour. Sometimes those who occupy 
this space sometimes use it for aggressive   and/or 
disruptive activity. There is a general greyness about 
the space with large areas of concrete and a lack of                                                                                                                              
features which could add colour or interest. 

WHCT thinks that the Plaza has huge potential to 
become a welcoming civic space, a focal point for 
community activity and a catalyst for social, economic 
and creative regeneration. WHCT have been working 
with key stakeholders including the City of Edinburgh 
Council and the owners of the shopping centre AWG to 
look together for a shared community-led vision for the 
Plaza. Recognising that there is a need for maximum 
local engagement if this process is to be successful, 
WHCT planned some initial local activities to draw 
attention to the proposed engagement process and 
to encourage a diverse range of local residents to be 
involved. This was started by the ‘Love the Plaza?’ event 
on the 14th February 2018.
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Project Introduction Session
A project Introduction Session, a two-hour session, 
was held Tuesday 24th April 2018 with local community 
stakeholders identified by WHCT. A total of 22 people 
were invited, and 15 people attended the session.

The stakeholders invited represented:

  ▪ About Youth

  ▪ Wester Hailes Education Centre (WHEC)

  ▪ Wester Hailes Community Council

  ▪ Wester Hailes Community Trust (WHCT)

  ▪ Prospect Community Housing

  ▪ City of Edinburgh Council (CEC)

  ▪ Key local residents

  ▪ WHALE Arts

  ▪ Wester Hailes Health Agency

  ▪ Wester Hailes Youth Agency

Objectives and Programme
The objectives of the session were to introduce the 
stakeholders to the project and, through a workshop, 
get their input and ideas on how to best engage with the 
whole community throughout the design process.

The session had four items on the agenda:

1. Welcome and introductions

2. Round-table discussions

3. Presentation from each table of immediate 
outcomes

4. End of the session - Thank you

Round-table discussions
There were four themes to be discussed:

  ▪ School Engagement

  ▪ Youth Engagement

  ▪ Community Engagement

  ▪ Stakeholder Engagement

The facilitator of each theme guided the discussion by 
asking:

  ▪ Who are we engaging with?

  ▪ Where is the session(s) to be held?

  ▪ When is the session(s) to be held?

  ▪ How long will the session(s) be? 

  ▪ Who will be our key contact for this group?

  ▪ Who would like to be involved in facilitating the 
session?

The supporting materials were

  ▪ Activity Cards (engagement tools suggestions)

  ▪ Map of Wester Hailes

  ▪ Outcome Sheet (notes of the questions)

  ▪ Pen + Paper

Outcomes
The local stakeholders were very engaged in the 
discussion and shared with the facilitator a series of 
ideas on how to best engage the whole community 
throughout the design process. Based on the ideas 
shared there was an opportunity to have the school 
and stakeholder engagement as separate processes 
and combine the youth engagement session and 
the community engagement session into a two-day 
programme.

Furthermore, there was an opportunity to have different 
levels of engagement:

  ▪ Primary engagement where the design team will 
facilitate a full engagement activity (2-3hrs).

  ▪ Secondary engagement, where the design team 
will produce material which can be used by 
trusted people/leaders of the activity groups and 
outcomes fed back to the design team.

  ▪ Tertiary engagement where a member of either 
WHCT or the design team present the project 
to a group with an invitation to follow and share 
ideas via online media and/or engage in the 
community engagement session.

A summary of the outcomes from each round-table 
discussion is presented on the following page.

Next step
Following up on the successful Project Introduction 
Session, WHCT and the design team will design a 
strategy for the community-led design engagement 
process based on the outcomes and ideas share during 
the introduction session.
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Engagement
School engagement
Who did we engage with? 
Primary Schools (P4-P7) and Secondary Schools in 
Wester Hailes were engaged directly and indirectly.  
Drop-in sessions were held for facilitators at primary 
schools and Spaceshaper workshops were held for the 
Secondary school.

Where was the session(s) held? 
Primary School - in school 
Secondary School - on site

When was the session(s) held? 
Primary School - during school hours 
Secondary School - during school hours

How long was the session(s) ? 
Primary School - 30-45 minutes (Drop-in) 
Secondary School - 2hrs (Spaceshaper)

Who were our key contacts for this group? 
Alan Stewart - WHEC 
Sas Martinez - CEC 
Gordon McLean - CEC 
Helena Barrett - WHALE Arts

Who volunteered to be involved in facilitating the 
session? 
Sas Martinez - CEC

Youth engagement
Who did we engage with? 
The youth groups could be reached via trusted people/
leaders of the activity groups. Sessions could either be 
held at a larger event for all groups, smaller sessions 
for individual sessions or engagement material to be 
facilitated by trusted people/leaders. 
It was important to work closely with trusted people/
leaders to ensure the right approach.

Where was the session(s) held? 
On site where possible, but depended on the 
programme. 
Was a pop-up session at the plaza and youth club/
house/home.

When was the session(s) held? 
As a part of an existing programme for the group to 
ensure attendance and trust.

How long was the session(s)? 
Depending on the programme, which should be fast 
paced and focused on keeping focus. Suggested to use 
a formate like PechaKucha and Spaceshaper. 
30min-2hrs.

Who were our key contact for this group? 
Alan Ross - About Youth 
Alan Stewart - WHEC 
Margaret Drysdale - CEC 
Sas Martinez - CEC 
Helena Barrett - WHALE Arts 
Clare McClary - Gate 55 
Sean - Baptist Church 
Valerie Cox - Wester Hailes Youth Agency

Who volunteered to be involved in facilitating the 
session? 
Sas Martinez - CEC 
Margaret Drysdale - CEC 
Alan Ross - About Youth

Stakeholder engagement
Who did we engage with? 
All stakeholders associated with the plaza, e.g. shop-
owners, local businesses and Edinburgh City Council. 
The catchment area for stakeholders could be widened 
and include churches, GPs, Emergency services, police, 
bus services, and taxi companies.

Where was the session(s) held? 
As a part of a regular internal meeting, either as a 
workshop or presentation.

When was the session(s) held? 
As a part of a regular internal meeting.

How long was the session(s)? 
15-45 minutes depending on formate.

Who were our key contacts for this group? 
Eoghan Howard - WHCT 
Caroline Richards - WHCT 
Gordon Mclean - CEC 
Board volunteers - WHCT

Who volunteered to be involved in facilitating the 
session? 
Eoghan Howard - WHCT 
Caroline Richards - WHCT 

Community engagement
Who did we engage with? 
Full range of community including family clubs, 
community groups and centres, schools, Gate 55

Where was the session(s) held? 
On-site using place standard and big vinyl map. 
Gate 55 to include all ages. 
Wester Hailes Healthy Living Centre. 
Graphic, engaging and different.

When was the session(s) held? 
If possible together with a scheduled community event 
e.g. Fun run or to include evening/weekend.  
Sessions are possible to be held in June 2018. 
Coffee Mornings

How long was the session(s) ? 
2-3hrs depending on venue and event

Who were our key contacts for this group? 
Soozin Rogers - Clovenstone Community Centre 
Linda Arthur - Health Living Centre 
Monika McGachen - Hailesland Early Years Centre

Who volunteered to be involved in facilitating the 
session? 
Board volunteers - WHCT 
Gordon Mclean - CEC
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School engagement
  ▪ WHEC

  ▪ Sighthill Primary School

  ▪ Canal View Primary School

  ▪ Clovenstone Primary School

Youth engagement
  ▪ Wester Hailes Youth Agency

  ▪ Clovenstone Community Centre

  ▪ WHALE Arts

  ▪ SCOREscotland

  ▪ Gate 55

  ▪ About Youth

  ▪ Clovenstone Community Centre

  ▪ Baptist Church

  ▪ Clovenstone Youth Group

  ▪ Heathervale Young Peoples Centre

  ▪ Bridge 8

  ▪ Editable Estates

  ▪ Clovenstone Amateur Boxing Club

Stakeholder engagement
  ▪ City of Edinburgh Council

  ▪ Shopping Centre - AWG

  ▪ Wester Hailes Library

  ▪ WHALE Arts

  ▪ Wester Hailes Jobcentre Plus

  ▪ Clovenstone Community Centre

  ▪ Local churches

  ▪ Schools (headteachers)

  ▪ Healthy Living Centre

  ▪ Gala Bingo

  ▪ ODEON Luxe

  ▪ The Westsider

  ▪ Jobcentre Plus

  ▪ Embassy of The Word of God

  ▪ Brunch (Westside Plaza)

  ▪ Local GPs

  ▪ Emergency services

  ▪ Police

  ▪ Bus services

  ▪ Taxi companies

Community engagement
  ▪ Everyone engaged to date

  ▪ Dad’s Rock

  ▪ Family Clubs

  ▪ Fun Run

  ▪ Gate 55

  ▪ Wester Hailes Healthy Living Centre

  ▪ Schools beyond Wester Hailes boundary

  ▪ Elderly Community

  ▪ Disabled Community

Engagement Participants
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Engagement Strategy

SCHOOL ENgAgEMENT YOuTH ENgAgEMENT STAkEHOLDER ENgAgEMENT COMMuNITY ENgAgEMENT

PRIMARY ENgAgEMENT Drop in session               Spaceshaper 
Speed-Talk

Ideas Workshop Vinyl map 
Place Standard (large and small) 
Comment Box

Participants WHEC Student Council

WHEC pupils at lunch 

break

Wester Hailes Youth Agency AWG - Shopping Centre

Local stakeholder (shop owners) directly 
involved with the plaza, e.g. Jobcentre Plus, 
Library and Cinema

All engaged with to date

Focus on groups how have not had a say to date

Time frame 2-3 weeks

Thursday 24th May 

7th June 2018

2-3 weeks

Evening sessions during weekdays 18-20 / 19-
21

2-3 weeks

AWG boardroom

AWG contacts - Alex (manager), Elena 
(marketing)

Thursday 14. June 2018 - 11:00-19:00

Westside Plaza

Action Owner HS                                                   Helena/HS Helena to do introductions, HS to lead activity Eoghan/HS HS

SECONDARY ENgAgEMENT Drop-in presentation as a part of other activity

Invitation fliers to community event

Package of engagement material

Drop-in presentation as a part of other activity

Invitation fliers to community event

Package of alternative/fun engagement 
material

Drop-in presentation as an agenda item

Invitation fliers to community event

Package of engagement and publicity material

Participants Clovenstone Primary School

Sighthill Primary School

Canalview Primary School

All agencies/clubs listed Agencies/hubs listed with relation to Wester 
Hailes community

Time frame 2-3 weeks

Coordinate with headteacher to drop-by at 
staff meeting to do a short presentation of 
project, hand-out project leaflets, community 
engagement invitation and pre-engagement 
for the teacher to use with their classes. 
Responses are to be sent back to HS.

2-3 weeks

Youth key stakeholder meeting Wednesday 16. 
May 2018.

2-3 weeks

Action Owner Helena 

HS are providing the material to be shared

WHCT/Helena/Yas to do introductions

Through existing connections engagement 
was arranged within the network of youth key 
stakeholders.

HS are providing the material to be shared

Caroline

HS are providing the material to be shared

TERTIARY ENgAgEMENT Project information fliers and posters (publishing event externally and internally)

Invitation fliers to community event (publishing event externally and internally)

SurveyMonkey with pre-engagement questions

PDF of pre-engagement material

Social media posts (text blurb + graphic + event)

Participants Wester Hailes Local Community

Time frame 2-3 weeks

Action Owner Caroline / Craig (Online), Eoghan 
(stakeholders),  Helena (School/Youth)

Spaceshaper 
workshop

Canal View P5 and P6 
classes

Thursday 28th June 
2018
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Mega Map being used to collect thoughts of how the Civic Square is seen today, and ideas for what it could look like in the future. Mega Map being used to collect thoughts of how the Civic Square is seen today, and ideas for what it could look like in the future.

Primary Engagement - High School
Wester Hailes Education Centre
Two events

  ▪ A presentation to the WHEC Student Council 
- 24th May 2018 (attended by Helena Barrett/
Monika McGachen).

  ▪ Drop-in session during lunch break - 7th June 
2018 13:15-13:55 (Attended by Mike Harrison/
Mette Moeller/Monika McGachen/Colin Ross).  In 
the dining hall during the lunch break most of the 
pupils were engaged.

  ▪ At the latter the Mega Map and menti-meter were 
present.  The pupils were asked to comment on 
what they thought of the Plaza at present and 
what they would like to see in the future.  The 
comments are summarised in the adjacent 
tables.

  ▪ The mega map was particularly engaging with a 
large number of the pupils sticking post-its and 
chatting about their walk to school through the 
Plaza on a daily basis.

Present Nos.
Remove Drugs and Alcohol/Anti‐social Behaviour 9
Maintenance and Untidy 7
No Lingering/Pass through 5
Barren/Uninspiring 5
Unsafe 3
Shopping Activity 2
More Colour 2
Social Events non existant 1
Good Fun 1
Good Sized Space 1
It is OK 1
Not a good advert for Wester Hailes 1

Future Nos.
Looked after play park and skate park 6
Football/Sports Pitch 5
Comfortable Seating 4
Improve Security 4
Canopies/Shelter 2
Remove Car Parking 2
Community facilities 2
Fun Activity 2
Markets 2
Gym 1
Healthy Food 1
Buildings in the Square 1
Amphitheatre and Stage  1
Bike Track 1
Lights and Painting 1
More Green Space 1
Trampolines 1
Eat Outside 1
Change Building 1
Parkour 1
Street Art 1

Feedback Summary - Present and Future

  ▪ In summary the most common aspect of 
the present situation was to ensure that the 
anti-social behaviour was stopped, the plaza 
looked untidy and there was no evidence of 
maintenance, and that it was not an attractive 
space which made you stop and linger.  Everyone 
passed through he space.

  ▪ The most common desire for the future of the 
Plaza was for a well looked after play park, 
with some element of sport pitch, seating and 
improved security.
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Primary Engagement - Primary School

 

WorkshopTimetable | 28.06.18
Session 1 Class P6B

1100 – 1110 Introduction and names

1110 – 1120 Walk to Westside Plaza

1120 – 1150 Plaza walkaround and vote

1150 – 1200 Walk back to school

1200 – 1210 Role play – how people use the space

1210 – 1225 Cards from the Future

1225 – 1230 What happens now/next?

Session 2 Class P6A

1315 – 1325 Introduction and names

1325 – 1335 Walk to Westside Plaza

1335 – 1405 Plaza walkaround and vote

1405 – 1415 Walk back to school

1415 – 1425 Role play – how people use the space

1425 – 1440 Cards from the future

1440 – 1445 What happens now/next?

Spaceshaper Workshop
Young people are often overlooked in community 
consultation and it is important to get them involved in 
improving their local parks, streets, playgrounds and 
other spaces. This version of Spaceshaper for young 
people has been created to allow 9  to 14 year olds 
to have their say. The development of the toolkit has 
been led by Beam Architecture Centre in Wakefield 
and supported by The Architecture Centre, Bristol, 
Kent Architecture Centre and make:good working in 
partnership with CABE Space.

The workshop based toolkit aims to be positive and 
raise aspirations, encouraging young people to demand 
more from their local spaces. The overall aim is to gather 
data that will be used directly to inform the improvement 
of the space in question. It can:

Primary 6 pupils from Canal View Primary School 
participated in a condensed version of the Spaceshaper 
workshops on Thursday 28th June 2018. It was the 
second  to last day of term, the last full day of term and 
possibly the hottest day of the year. Despite that the 
participants were engaged and provided useful insights 
to the square.

  ▪ Identify the strengths and weaknesses of a space

  ▪ Establish what is most important to young people

  ▪ Compare different people’s views

  ▪ Measure how well the space meets their needs

  ▪ Stimulate new ideas for improvements

  ▪ Track changes in young people’s views over time

  ▪ Bring young people together in a structured way to 
discuss the space.
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1. Is it easy to get to the space? 
 

  ▪ Easy to drive, get the bus, walk and cycle to.

  ▪ Lots of entrances.

  ▪ No sign posts/ signs showing the entrance

  ▪ Would like cycle racks.

  ▪ Could be a good space for the community. 

2. Is it easy to get around the space? 

  ▪ Paving isn’t good, difficult for the elderly.

  ▪ Not good if you have a pram or mobility scooter.

  ▪ Trees block entrances and signs but the users 
like them.

  ▪ Stairs are difficult and would be better as ramps.

  ▪ Would like a picnic area.

  ▪ Access to shops is a god thing for the community.

  ▪ Too many cars surrounding the space.

3. Is the space safe and comfortable in all 
weathers? 

  ▪ More seating with shade provided.

  ▪ Shelters for when it is hot.

  ▪ Slippery surfaces when it rains.

  ▪ No places to sit.

  ▪ Would like an icecream van and vending machine.

  ▪ Water fountains to play in.

  ▪ Outdoor heaters for when it is cold.

4. Is the space safe and comfortable in the 
day and the night?
 

  ▪ ‘Bad People’ around, drinking, drug taking and 
antisocial behaviour.

  ▪ Not Enough Shade

  ▪ Not Enough lighting and security at night.

  ▪ Not a safe space for kids.

  ▪ Unsafe feeling at night due to teenagers riding 
bikes around the area.

  ▪ Would prefer more police.

  ▪ Lighting is broken meaning it is very dark at night.

  ▪ Nothing to do for teenagers – would be good to 
have a dedicated skatepark.

5. Are there many plants and animals in this 
space?

  ▪ ‘Bad People’ around, drinking, drug taking and 
antisocial behaviour.

  ▪ Not Enough Shade

  ▪ Not Enough lighting and security at night.

  ▪ Not a safe space for kids.

  ▪ Unsafe feeling at night due to teenagers riding 
bikes around the area.

  ▪ Would prefer more police.

  ▪ Lighting is broken meaning it is very dark at night.

6. Is the space clean and well looked after?

  ▪ Not clean, has a very dirty feeling.

  ▪ Litter and cigarettes everywhere.

  ▪ Too much broken glass.

  ▪ Better frontage to Westsider

  ▪ Existing plants need watering, needing more 
volunteers?

  ▪ Need more bins and recycling bins.

  ▪ Broken paving slabs and stairs, as well as wobbly 
bollards.

  ▪ Lighting is broken

  ▪ Would like the area to be fenced off. 

  ▪ Spaces for older kids to play

  ▪ More cameras needed in the area.

  ▪ Westsider needs to go. 

  ▪ Open wires in the space – unsafe.

  ▪ Need dog poo bins.

  ▪ Broken glass can hurt dogs.

Spaceshaper Workshop
Workshop Feedback Summary

The following is a summary of the observations and 
comments made by the Spaceshaper participants in 
response to the questions posed during the site visits.
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Spaceshaper Workshop
Voting Summary

The chart opposite illustrates the responses to the 
voting questions which were posed to the participants 
when back in the classroom after the site visits.

Is the space clean and well looked after?

Overwhelmingly the opinion is that the space is not 
at all well looked after.  This reinforces the view of 
previous engagements and highlights the need to seek 
alternative methods of maintenance and aftercare in the 
future.

Are there many plants and animals in the space?

A convincing vote to record that there are not many 
plants or animals.  However, it was observed that the 
existing trees are liked and provide a degree of shelter, 
they are attractive to birds and insects and screen much 
of the bland building facades. However, the existing 
trees are all of the same species and do not provide 
much seasonal interest.

Is the space safe and comfortable day and night?

Not very and not at all scored highly here and reinforce 
the point that the antisocial activity to the south of the 
library is putting people off coming to the square.  The 
fact that the lights do not work was also observed, This 
causes it to be perceived as dangerous in the evenings 
and night.

Is this space comfortable in all weathers?

Not very comfortable.  It was observed that the space 
was quite open, there was no shelter other than that 
provided by the colonnade to the front of the shopping 
centre.  The trees provided some shelter, but the lack 
of good seating and broken walling/benches were 
identified as a negative aspect.

Is it easy to get around the space?

The result is more positive with a significant vote that it is 
easy to get around.  This outcome contrasts with many 
of the more elderly members of the community who 
observed that the uneven nature of the paving surface, 
broken slabs and number of steps made it difficult and 
dangerous to get around.  This was reinforced further 
by CEC that most accidents reported in the square 
were caused by trips and slips on the surface.  Clearly 
the more agile younger population did not think that 
the slabs and surfaces were an issue and that the open 
nature of the square was a positive attribute.

Is it easy to get to the space?

Yes.  The majority vote was for ‘yes very’ and clearly 
with the number of footpaths, extent of car parking and 
proximity to the bus stops the square is very accessible.  
However, it was observed that connectivity to the south, 
the cinema, railway station and Healthy Living Centre 
was significantly impeded by the steps and ramps which 
were in disrepair to the south west corner of the square.
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Wester Hailes Youth Agency

Primary Engagement - Youth
Wester Hailes Youth Agency

  ▪ An evening held session: 7th June 2018  19:00-
20:00 (Monika McGachen/ Calum Oakes - Mega 
Map and mentimeter)

In up to three words or phrases describe the Westside Plaza Civic Square 
outside the Shopping Centre.

Summary
Summary of  primary engagement with School 
and Youth group

  ▪ Meeting point for the community

  ▪ Safety and security

  ▪ Playground for children

  ▪ More colours - buildings, square

  ▪ Street and community art

  ▪ Lighting for security and for features

  ▪ Seating opportunities

  ▪ Seating with shelter

  ▪ Outdoor serving

  ▪ Flexible event space

  ▪ Alternative activities area - Parkour, skate/bike 
skills, trampolins

  ▪ Low maintenance and robustness

  ▪ Green space

  ▪ Outdoor gym

  ▪ Ball play area
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Report regarding Westside Plaza consultation work with local young people -  by Alan Ross, Project Executive, About Youth

As per our original proposal, we provided 6 sessions 
of youth work activity themed around Westside Plaza 
and the Making Places agenda with the purpose of 
consulting local people on their views, attitudes and 
ideas about the creation of a welcoming community 
civic place outside the local shopping centre in Wester 
Hailes. In total 41 young people were involved in our 
consultation work.

Sessions took place at the Calders Community Flat, 
Gate 55, Clovenstone Community Centre as well as via 
street work activity in and around Wester Hailes, with a 
focus on young people who socialise and ‘hang out’ at 
Westside Plaza.

It became clear from our initial sessions that local young 
people often have divergent opinions about the outside 
spaces surrounding Westside Plaza. The vast majority 
we spoke with said that Westside Plaza was somewhere 
they frequented, with only a very small minority telling us 
that they avoided the area entirely.

As a by product of our targeting young people who 
attend Gate 55 for employability help and support, we 
also spoke with some young people who do not live 
in Wester Hailes, but are resident in the surrounding 
communities of Broomhouse, Sighthill and Saughton. 
These young people tended to have particularly critical 
perspectives on Westside Plaza and some expressed, 
when prompted, that they felt that it represented the 
“worst part of Wester Hailes”. A high profile news 
story from several years back, the basis of which 
was a photograph documenting an individual licking 
methadone off the pavement from a bottle they had 
dropped, has become for some young people an 
iconic totem of Westside Plaza. Delving deeper into the 
attitudes of young people not resident in Wester Hailes, 
a common theme of territorialism and gang tensions 
was identified as a major reason for some young people 
actively avoiding the area.

The viewpoints expressed about Westside Plaza 
from young people who live in Wester Hailes, who 
represented the vast majority of the young people we 
spoke with in our consultation work, resulted in a far 
more nuanced and complex portrait of attitudes and 
perspectives.

Very few had uniformly positive things to say about 
Westside Plaza, but most were constructive in their 
criticisms and felt that the areas surrounding the 
shopping centre had real potential to be improved. In 

evaluating the views we received throughout, distinction 
must be made between the young people we spoke with 
who regularly socialise in and around Westside Plaza 
and those who use the area solely for recreational and 
shopping.

In undertaking street work activity to support our 
consultation, we spoke with a number of the young 
people who hang around outside Westside Plaza on a 
daily basis. These young people were upfront about the 
reasons for them doing so, which occasionally involved 
them using the area as a base illegal activities.

These young people were, by and large, the least 
interested of those we spoke with in seeing the area 
improved and it became apparent that, for some, the 
dour and intimidating nature of the current Westside 
Plaza actually appealed to and served to support their 
self-identifications of living in an area that is “hard”, 
“ghetto-esque” and emblemised what some referred to 
as “the hood”; a term derived from and most commonly 
associated with the vocabulary and culture of rap and 
hip-hop music.

We know from our own work outside of this consultation 
that this particular cohort of young people are extremely 
difficult to engage with positively. The reasons for 
that are above and beyond the context of this report. 
Young people have been loitering outside of Westside 
Plaza for generations and the area has a long history 
of youth anti-social behaviour and offending; some of 
which has become synonymous with Westside Plaza 
itself. As an organisation, we are committed to trying to 
provide these young people with help and support and 
we firmly believe that this challenge would be aided by 
establishing a youth work facility in the area from which 
the volume of opportunities available to young people 
locally could be increased.

To that end, we have made informal enquiries with 
Edinburgh City Council regarding the former advice 
building situated at 1 Murrayburn Gate. Strategically 
we believe that this building would provide an ideal, 
territorially neutral, base for youth work provision as 
well as being an excellent location for constructively 
addressing youth anti social behaviour in and around 
Westside Plaza. Lack of youth work services in the 
immediate vicinity surrounding the shopping centre 
was a common theme that appeared throughout our 
consultative work and we hope that our findings in 
this regard serve to support our future endeavours to 

establish a joined up youth work and employability hub 
in close proximity.

In assessing the negative feedback that we received 
from the young people we spoke with about Westside 
Plaza, our findings were largely what we expected 
and similar to the opinions often expressed by other 
members of the local community in Wester Hailes. 
The area has become associated for many with 
drug and alcohol misuse, unemployment and anti-
social behaviour and crime. Young people articulated 
an awareness that the businesses and buildings 
surrounding the shopping centre reinforced many of 
these stereotypes. Bookmakers and gambling services, 
pound shops, high interest loan and furniture companies, 
frozen food shops and fast food establishments are all 
things that many young people view negatively and as 
see as being exploitative and characteristic of areas 
of low income, inequality and deprivation. For some 
young people, reform of Westside Plaza as an area 
should extend to the nature of the businesses operating 
inside the building, as well as to the external façade and 
architecture of the surroundings.

Most of the young people we spoke with did feel that 
the area could be improved and many provided, as 
anticipated, uniquely young person perspectives on 
what they felt could make it better. Technology, naturally, 
came up often in our conversations, with young people 
regularly commenting that free Wi-Fi, charging points 
and bus trackers would improve the area for them and 
their peers and help to make it more of an inviting 21st 
century space. A few remarked that these could be 
fuelled by solar panels or other types of renewable 
energy and that such initiatives would be a positive 
statement of intent in terms of openly supporting and 
promoting environmental causes.

Several young people associated Westside Plaza with 
being a social place as as much as a shopping and 
leisure site and it is clear that many young people view 
it as a social hub. To that end, many said that they would 
like to see better seating installed including benches and 
somewhere they could relax with their friends without 
being exposed to the elements. In terms of the existing 
buildings, many young people said they felt “depressing” 
and “grey” and that they didn’t make them feel good 
about themselves or the area they live in. Particular 
distain was reserved for the job centre, which as well 
as looking “rubbish”, was also cited as being one of the 
reasons that young people felt was responsible for the 

Report
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negative reputation of Westside Plaza across the city.

In improving the area outside of the shopping centre, 
young people said they would like to see more green 
spaces, trees, colourful and interesting buildings and 
better lighting. Several complained about the state of 
much of the paving outside of Westside Plaza saying it 
is full of trip hazards and dangerous. Some of the young 
people we spoke with said they would like to see an 
outside play area, particularly one featuring designed 
obstacles that they could use for urban play and 
parkour. A few mentioned that they would like to see the 
area outside of Westside Plaza being used to host “pop 
up shops” or “markets”.

Most young people felt that the transport options in and 
around Westside Plaza were good, with the bus stops 
and routes served by the area meeting their needs. A 
few felt that more regular transport to the Gyle would be 
beneficial, but that options for travelling to the city centre 
were frequent and reliable. Young people liked how 
the outside of Westside Plaza didn’t feel too busy with 
cars and that there are traffic lights or zebra crossings 
ensuring that they can navigate roads safely.

Few of the young people we spoke with utilise active 
travel for getting around and, when we asked if they 
would like to see more cycle paths or bicycle storage, 
many were uninterested. Some felt that the Union 
Canal, which for those living in the Calders, Westburn, 
Dumbryden, Hailesland and Murrayburn provides an 
excellent traffic free link to Westside Plaza, was to be 
avoided on account of how busy it is with bikes which 
they felt makes it sometimes irritating to walk along.

Historical landmarks were another aspect that many 
young people seemed to be often oblivious about. Most 
didn’t know the significance of the totem pole located 
across from Westside Plaza and few had paid attention 
to any of the various plaques or objects, such as the 
giant quarry stones, which are in the area. Young people 
did feel that things such as statutes do make areas look 
better, as well as promoting awareness of local history 
and were encouraging about any efforts to improve the 
volume of such landmarks in the future.

Several young people acknowledged that local 
amenities and services in and around Westside Plaza 
were excellent and that the ease of access to a public 
library, health centre, job centre and council services all 
within such close proximity to each other was a positive 
thing. Some young people mentioned that they would 
like to see more and better employment and training 

opportunities for them in Westside Plaza.

As mentioned earlier in the report, lack of young 
people’s services in and around Westside Plaza was 
often remarked upon by the young people we spoke 
with. Many felt that existing projects were too deeply 
located in the communities surrounding the shopping 
centre and that there should be more things for them to 
do in the centre of Wester Hailes. About Youth’s current 
open access youth work opportunities are based in 
the Calders and the young people we spoke with who 
participate in that provision stated that they felt that 
our organisational reach and capacity to engage with 
more young people in the Wester Hailes community at 
large would be improved if we could offer similar drop in 
facilities from a more central location.

Safety came up as a common theme amongst a lot of 
the young people who gave us their views. Some stated 
that the area around Westside Plaza only really felt safe 
during the day and when the shops are open and a 
couple spoke of it being a “no go” area outwith of these 
times. Poor lines of visibility and the volume of corners 
and stairs made them feel unsafe and vulnerable to 
attack. Litter and vandalism were not considered to be 
particularly problematic for many young people and 
the majority felt that the area was well served by bins, 
although a few said they would like to see more done 
to promote recycling by having separate bins for items 
which can potentially be reused. Dog fouling generally 
wasn’t perceived to be as much of a problem around 
Westside Plaza as in the neighbourhoods where many 
of the young people we spoke with live.

From our consultation work it is clear that young people 
have strong and detailed opinions about Westside 
Plaza. They want to see the areas outside of it improved 
and they would like to have their voices and ideas for 
change heard. Many were inquisitive about the rationale 
for us approaching them to speak about the area; 
some viewed it positively as being perhaps the “start 
of something”, while a few others felt that they had 
been involved in these types of consultation previously 
without seeing it result in any genuine change. We 
believe that if we are aiming to involve young people 
in decision making processes then supportive 
infrastructure needs to be put in place in order to enable 
that to happen. We asked the young people who we 
spoke with if they would willingly attend a public event 
to give their views on Westside Plaza and the majority 
stated that they wouldn’t. When prompted further 
about why that would be the case, especially given how 

forthcoming many were with us, a common theme was 
that they felt that adults and older people’s views would 
always take precedence over their own. As such, our 
recommendation to the Wester Hailes Community Trust 
is that additional help and support will be required in 
order to meaningfully involve young people in any place 
making processes.

We did endeavour to utilise and integrate the 
reporting mechanisms already established during our 
consultation. In asking young people who engaged with 
the project for single words that they felt expressed their 
feelings and associations about the current Westside 
Plaza outside spaces, in keeping with the mentimeter 
approach used in previous Making Places consultation 
work, we received the following responses;

Junkies, Food, Alcohol, Library, Friday, Minted, 
Convenient, Socialising, A place, Gambling, Shite, Crap, 
Council, Weekend, Assaults, Unsafe, Ketamine, Empty, 
Police, Bingo, Fights, Smashed, CID, Top Cellar, Buses, 
Leisure, Fights, Police, Arguments, Shopping, Young 
team, Boring, Banned, Superb, Scary, Cigarettes, Weed, 
Bevy, Bookies, Cinema, Drugs, Cheap, Big.

We also attempted to support a number of young 
people to complete the Place Standard assessment 
that has been set up, however all felt that it was too 
long and struggled to complete it. We feel that this 
approach, while probably suitable for gaining the input 
of organisations such as ourselves and confident and 
literate adults, is not something that young people will 
engage with, even with support.

In conclusion, we feel that our report demonstrates 
both how and why young people should be actively 
involved and valued participants in the Making Places 
work around Westside Plaza. We were amazed with the 
variety of responses that we received throughout our 
consultation and by the insight, creativity and ideas of 
the young people we spoke with. We believe that many 
of the perspectives that we gained would not have 
been shared without our approaching young people 
directly and encouraging them to express themselves. 
We are committed to continuing to support the work of 
the Wester Hailes Community Trust and any initiatives 
aimed at helping to work alongside our community in 
improving it and we look forward to being involved in 
ensuring that young people are well represented in any 
processes, which we are optimistic have the potential to 
lead to genuine and needed change.
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Posters about the project, invites for the community event and surveys displayed in a local shop in Westside Plaza Shopping Centre.

Primary Engagement - Stakeholder
Engagement with the stakeholders immediately 
associated with the Westside Plaza Civic Square (see 
diagram).

Meeting with Westside Plaza Shopping Centre Manager 
(Alex) who advised that an ideas workshop would 
not be well attended by the stakeholders. Instead he 
advised to arrange to drop-in at each shop with a short 
presentation and information about the project and how 
to engage. 

This was followed up by the stakeholders attending the 
Community Engagement day.

Programme for stakeholder engagement:

  ▪ Drop-in presentation - w/c 28 May 2018

  ▪ Drop-in information - w/c 4 June 2018

  ▪ Community Engagement Day

Engagement Material Package
  ▪ Presentation – Slide to present the project

  ▪ Invitation – Invitation to community engagement 
event (displayed in windows)

  ▪ Project – Sheet about the project (incl website - 
displayed in windows.)

  ▪ Mentimeter –  for facilitated engagement

  ▪ SurveyMonkey – Online survey (same questions 
as engagement material and Mentimeter)

Meeting with Shopping Centre Agents
On 7th June 2018 Mette Moeller, Mike Harrison and 
Eoghan Howard met with the Westside Shopping Plaza 
Agents.  The following is a summary of the discussions:

  ▪ It was recognised that the civic square was 
important for the setting of the shopping centre 
and how it reflected on the quality of the place

  ▪ the connection to the north and Union Canal was 
seen as big vision and worth considering further.  

  ▪ the car wash building was part of the Shopping 
Centre and it’s future use could be considered 

  ▪ potential ownership of the civic square was briefly 
discussed, the agents stating that they could 
see the advantages of their ownership - further 
engagement with CEC and the agents was 
arranged

  ▪ trees cause issues with the extent of vision for the 
security cameras, and often managed by their 
own staff 

  ▪ the shopping centre would be happy to support 
and accommodate the forthcoming engagement 
and consultation sessions

  ▪ refurbishment proposals to paint the external 
facade was to start the following commencing 
with the columns, they would consider Public Art 
works adorning the column

  ▪ they confirmed that there was ongoing liaison 
between the shopping centre and Police 
Scotland regarding the anti-social behaviour

  ▪ they would support proposals to enhance the 
civic square and participate in the community 
engagement and consultation events
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Community Engagement
Community Engagement Day

  ▪ Drop-in event - 14th June 2018

Objectives
The overall objective of the event was to answer the 
questions:

  ▪ What do you like or not like about Westside Plaza 
Civic Square?

  ▪ What would you like to do when you are at 
Westside Plaza Civic Square?

Participants
We invited the local community of Wester Hailes 
including schools, youth clubs, council, local 
stakeholders etc. We had a wide variety of activities to 
engage with the different groups.

Event
The event was held at the Shopping Centre in Westside 
Plaza Civic Square(due to bad weather) at Thursday 
14th June 2018 from 11:00-19:00. 

Activities
Comments and Ideas

  ▪ 20 60x60x60cm boxes were used to draw/write 
comments and ideas on. Some have specific 
questions on them with a slot to add comment 
cards for others we encouraged people to 
decorate the holes with ideas and suggestions.

  ▪ Chalk sticks allowed participants to write and 
draw ideas directly on the square – engagement 
for all ages, and something to leave behind

Place Standard

  ▪ Clipboards with the PS diagram and related 
questions and flyers with an online link.

Survey

  ▪ Flyers with a QR code to our online survey 
(Survey Monkey)

Word Cloud

  ▪ Poster with a the website and code to submit. 
The word cloud asks for three words/phrases to 
describe the civic square. 

Map and Model

  ▪ A model of the square at 1:200,  3D buildings 
surrounding the square made it possible to view 
the square from another perspective.

  ▪ Vinyl map of Wester Hailes.

Attention

  ▪ A series of stencils and chalk spray directed 
people to the event. The stencils included 
arrows, to direct people towards ‘Making Places’, 
‘Westside Plaza’, ‘Civic Square’, ‘Your say Your 
way’.

  ▪ Helium balloons. 

  ▪ 20 boxes.
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Summary 
Ideas
Overall

  ▪ Robust, simple and low maintenance

  ▪ Break up the space

  ▪ Vandalism free design and material

  ▪ Family and elderly friendly

  ▪ Create better footfall to get bigger shops for 
everyday shopping

Green space
  ▪ Community and education garden

  ▪ Trees and fruit trees

  ▪ Wildflowers

  ▪ Allotments

Flexible event space
  ▪ Markets

  ▪ Festivals

  ▪ Music

  ▪ Car boots sale

  ▪ Fringe in Wester Hailes

  ▪ Annual events - like a Christmas tree 

Play area
  ▪ Place for children to meet

  ▪ Small children play

  ▪ Alternative play like the Venchie

Interpretation and art
  ▪ Social history walks

  ▪ Street art and murals

  ▪ 3D map of Wester Hailes

  ▪ Art should be for play too - like the snake

Seating
  ▪ Near library

  ▪ Seating not to be hidden

  ▪ Outdoor serving

  ▪ Seating to watch activities

Lighting
  ▪ Lighting for safety

  ▪ Lighting for feature

Buildings and surroundings
  ▪ Information about functions/tenants

  ▪ Community use - Youth club/group

  ▪ Renovate/refurbish façades

  ▪ Coloured community art installations/murals

  ▪ Access to buildings from square

Wayfinding/signage
  ▪ Where to go/links to Wester Hailes

  ▪ Local names

  ▪ Signs to bus stops, directions of buses and

  ▪ bus live tracker

  ▪ Signs to taxi rank

  ▪ Link between carpark and square when shopping 
centre is closed

  ▪ Design to focus on main access routes/links

  ▪ Community information board

Levels and access
  ▪ Accessible

  ▪ Anti-slippery

  ▪ Mobility in focus

  ▪ Access between parking and square

  ▪ Make bus stops for buses only - No deliveries

  ▪ or taxis to enter

  ▪ Make safe crossing/crossing points at the

  ▪ service road

  ▪ Inspiration from Sighthill - all-weather surface

Maintenance
  ▪ More security - Visual services (police)

  ▪ Better management coordination

  ▪ Who can/will maintain green space?

  ▪ Keep clean Smoking free zone

  ▪ More bins

Project Delivery
  ▪ Involve the community/young people/children 

to create a sense of pride and ownership in the 
community

  ▪ Community competition -  renaming the square

Concerns
Steps outside Community Hall

  ▪ Remove/redesign the steps - only needs a fire 
exit

  ▪ Discourage anti-social behaviour in the area by 
design strategies

Hardscape/levels
  ▪ Slops are too steep

  ▪ Uneven paving slabs and gaps between cobbles 
are trip hazards

  ▪ The surface is slippery when wet and during the 
winter

  ▪ The service road is dominant

Anti-social behaviour
  ▪ A feeling like no one is reacting 

  ▪ Elderly people feel vulnerable being at the square

  ▪ Not family friendly

In up to three words or phrases describe the Westside Plaza Civic Square 
outside the Shopping Centre.
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Secondary Engagement -    School + Youth
Helena Barrett-Duncan attended staff meetings to 
introduce staff to the project and explain how the 
teachers could engage with their classes by using 
the engagement material package. Helena visited the 
following local primary schools:

  ▪ Canal View Primary School - Thursday 24th May

  ▪ Clovenstone Primary School - Thursday 7th May

  ▪ Sighthill Primary School - Thursday 7th May

Engagement Material Package 
  ▪ Engagement Guide – How to use engagement 

material

  ▪ Engagement Material – Engagement sheets

  ▪ Presentation – Slide to present the project

  ▪ Invitation – Invitation to community engagement 
event

  ▪ Project – Sheet about the project (inc. website

As a result there are many completed comment forms, 
fantastic drawings, many of which are included in this 
report, and a good amount of feedback to inform the 
concept design.  

As part of this engagement programme an element 
of the Spaceshaper workshop was introduced.  One 
of the key parts of the workshop is to encourage the 
participants to imagine what it would be like as other 
members of the community using the space.  An elderly 
person, their granny or grandad perhaps, or a toddler, 
possibly a younger brother or sister.  The results of one 
of these sessions are noted in the adjacent table.

Feedback Summary

Likes Dislikes Opportunities

general   ▪ Services (bus, shops, library)

  ▪ Trees

  ▪ Space

  ▪ Boring, lacking in colour

  ▪ Anti-social behaviours

  ▪ Dirty

  ▪ No play area for children

  ▪ Play area for children

  ▪ Even and non-slip surface

  ▪ Replace steps with ramps

  ▪ Green space

  ▪  Seating areas and picnic benches 

  ▪ Football Pitches
A young child   ▪ Enjoy the Library   ▪ Dirty

  ▪ Many vehicles across the space/buses close

  ▪ Dangerous open wires 

Teenagers   ▪ Boring

  ▪ Dirty

  ▪ No Wi-Fi and no charging points 

  ▪ Stealing problem

An elderly person   ▪ Accessibility to services

  ▪ Community spirit

  ▪ Uneven surface

  ▪ Many steps

  ▪ Anti-social behaviours (drunk people)

Skateboarders   ▪ Space   ▪ Uneven surface

  ▪ No skate park

Dog walkers   ▪ No dog waste bins

  ▪ No dog park

  ▪ Dirty (broken glass)

A blind person   ▪ Accessibility to services   ▪ Uneven surface

  ▪ Many steps

  ▪ Many roads nearby

  ▪ Many walls
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Selected Drawings from Pupils
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Tertiary Engagement
Engagement Material Package

  ▪ Engagement Material accessible online

  ▪ Graphics – available in PDF, JPG and PNG format 
for different uses.

  ▪ Invitation – to community engagement event

  ▪ Project – sheet about the project (incl website)

  ▪ Mentimeter – for facilitated engagement

  ▪ SurveyMonkey – online survey (same questions 
as engagement material and Mentimeter)

Secondary Engagement - Stakeholder
Programme for stakeholder engagement:

  ▪ Drop-in presentation - w/c 28 May 2018

  ▪ Drop-in information - w/c 4 June 2018

  ▪ Community Engagement Day

Engagement Material Package
  ▪ Presentation – slides to explain the project

  ▪ Invitation –  to community engagement event

  ▪ Project – sheet about the project (inc. website)

  ▪ Mentimeter – for facilitated engagement

  ▪ SurveyMonkey – Online survey (same questions 
as engagement material and Mentimeter)

Survey Monkey
The survey monkey site was set up and advertised at a 
number of the engagement events, including the School 
and Community activities.

Five questions were asked, and there were 12 
responses.

Q1 - In up to three words or phrases describe 
the Westside Plaza Civic Square outside the 
Shopping Centre?
Recorded in the table opposite.

Q2 - What do you like about Westside Plaza 
Civic Square?

  ▪ Wide and Open

  ▪ Trees, colour of surface materials, pedestrianisation, lack of 
steps

  ▪ Nothing

  ▪ Nothing

  ▪ To be a common place

  ▪ I like the interchange of transport routes, that it’s busy and has 
lots of activity, that people enjoy talking to their friends and 
neighbours there

  ▪ Open Space

  ▪ Not a lot

  ▪ Nothing really nice about it

  ▪ Gives access to centre, library, and routes out onto the main 
roads

  ▪ It gives access to the shops and library

  ▪ Nothing

Q3 - What don’t you like about Westside Plaza 
Civic Square?

  ▪ Uneven and bland surfacing

  ▪ Unsafe, often full of unsupervised groups of rowdy youths 
drinking, drug dealing, damaging public property, lack of 
safety, lack of sufficient CCTV, police patrols and community 
safety team patrols, misuse of fire exit at Iceland being 
used for drug dealing and trafficking, youths misusing local 
facilities for drinking and drug dealing, staff of local off-
licence (bar cellar) recruiting a local drinking youth for sale of 
unsupervised alcohol in the shop, lack of safety, lack of feeling 
of safety when walking through the square, number of youths 
drinking in the square and sitting on the steps at the back of 
the library to drink and deal drugs, numbers of youths hanging 
around the shopping centre entrance and dealing drugs

  ▪ Everything

  ▪ Full of neds and junkies

  ▪ It’s unfriendly, the pavement is uneven and hazardous while 
raining or snowing

  ▪ I do not like that it’s a breeding ground for down and outs, I do 
not like that the paving is uneven and in Winter a complete ice 
rink. I dislike the cigarette butts stuck in between the stones. 
I dislike the commercial unit with Veyis Barber and Brunch. 
I dislike that there is no crossings over the roadway to the 
service yard, I dislike that the area has no soft landscaping 
and the tall grey ornaments are uninteresting

  ▪ Needs improving, cobbles awkward for old people to walk on

  ▪ It’s a concrete eyesore with no emphasis on aesthetics. It is a 
bottle neck for public transport with little or no provision for 
pedestrian safety.

  ▪ Make it safe to use and get rid of youth loitering, drinking, drug 
dealing, threats of violence, loitering in the Iceland fire escape 
and hanging around and making others feel unsafe. Increase 
CCTV coverage and put it on a list for Police presence, patrols 
and community safety officer input, patrolling the area to 
move people on who are only there to loiter, threaten others 
and deal drugs and drink

  ▪ Policed

  ▪ Clear the neds out and restore the area to a pleasant place to 
sit and or shop

  ▪ Coffee shops outside (no alcohol), maybe little fresh 
vegetable/fruit market to encurage people to eat healthy, 
small basketball court for teens maybe, place outside library 
for used books exchange

  ▪ I think that it would be worthwhile to improve the surface of the 
Square by improving drainage and flattening out the uneven 
surfaces. I think some kind of children’s play park might be 
nice as it would increase the family use of the area. I think 
some kind of deterrent to keep the loiterers away would be 
beneficial (CCTV etc). It would be nice to have somewhere 
easier for wheelchair users to access the Plaza. The library 
steps could be replaced with a small garden area perhaps.

  ▪ Bring it to modern day. Repair the broken steps to old youth 
library. Create an attractive space that can’t be vandalised.

  ▪ In its current state it is unfit for purpose and will likely remains 
so as a ‘civic centre’ until the shopping centre itself can 
attract retailers worthy of drawing people to the area. In the 
meantime, redeveloping the area into a transport hub with a 
reduced, yet enhanced, aesthetically pleasing, public area 
would most likely be the best option

  ▪ A complete revamp and introducing more features

  ▪ Make it look welcoming, green something for kids to play with 
or interact with, shelter but still with all the routes in and out of 
local roads

  ▪ It would be lovely to sit in a pleasant space with some 
protection from the weather

  ▪ Fix paving, Green area Better seating and lighting

Out of date Uneven surfaces Concrete jungle/no green

Barren Unsafe Unwelcoming

Drug Paradise Minging Scary

Dump Abandoned Unused

Sad Hostile Colourless

Uneven Unsafe Dull

Outdated Dated A waste of space

Woeful colourless Too much hard landscape

Bland Untidy Intimidating

Cold A depressing space Does give a good feeling

A large space in bad shape Unkempt Dangerous

Eyesore

  ▪ It’s too much concrete, lacking a softer touch

  ▪ Uneven surface, broken glass, locals hanging around in large 
groups, no shelter, nothing to look at or interact with

  ▪ Cold Atmosphere, bad paving, no seats, horrible people

  ▪ Uneven paving Groups of young adults making the area feel 

unsafe Drug taking in front of Plaza

Q4 - What do you do when you are at 
Westside Plaza Civic Square?

  ▪ Walk through to get to the centre

  ▪ walk around it or through it. Do not feel encouraged to stay 
there as there is nothing to do and would not feel safe in doing 
so

  ▪ wait for a bus

  ▪ leave as fast as possible

  ▪ just cross it

  ▪ I pass through to go to the library, wait for friends and buses, 
walk through to the shops, occasionally speak to friends 
outside the lower portion of the Westsider

  ▪ Shop, talk to people

  ▪ For reason listed above, leave asap.

  ▪ Walk through as fast as I can

  ▪ Access to library and centre

  ▪ Go to the shops, the library and catch a bus

  ▪ Used as a thoroughfare to enter and exit Westside Plaza

Q5 - What would you like to do and see 
happening at Westside Plaza Civic Square in 
the future?

  ▪ Remove the dangerous access road for deliveries. Bring 
back the canopies that were there when it was renovated. 
Introduce more green space and seating. Be paved in a quality 
natural stone like Caithness or Yorkstone that is even and 
wheelchair friendly. Possibly a big screen for sport and special 
occasions. Live screening of Hogmanay would be good. More 
events in the square would be benefit to the community and 
bring in custom for the centre
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Summary of Engagement Activities

Project Events Timeline 
A review of the programme and agreed: 

  ▪ Concept work carried out - July 2018

  ▪ Presentation of concept to WHCT - August 2018

  ▪ Veggie BBQ - 8th August 2018

  ▪ Fun Run - 19th August 2018

  ▪ Community Consultation Event  - 23rd August 
2018

  ▪ Draft report - end of August 2018

  ▪ Present report to Making Place team - 18th 
September 2018

  ▪ Final report issued October 2018

Number of Participants
  ▪ School engagement: 134 approx.

  ▪ Youth engagement: 121 approx.

  ▪ Stakeholder engagement: 35 approx.

  ▪ Community engagement: 214 approx.

The diagram opposite illustrates a summary of the 
key themes resulting from the various engagement 
activities.

To plan the next stages of the project the following 
outline programme was proposed.

Activity

Markets

Festivals

Children’s play

Sports

Seasonal trees and flowers

New paving

Children play structure

Local names

Community history timeline

History panels

Integrated with art and 
community projects

Direct access to bus stop, 
shopping centre and other 

service

Even surfaces and non-slip 
paving

Considerate ramp access

Safe crossing points 

Community and education 
garden

Local market

Lighting for safety

Increased visibility

Remove anti-social 
behaviour

Ongoing management/
maintenance

Play and organised games in 
multi use games areas

Community ownership of 
the new civic square

Existing columns with art 
signing

Heritage

Access

Stewardship

Colour

Engagement

Safety
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04 | Design Development
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Mike Harrison, Oliver Chapman and Colin Ross in the first workshop.

Concept Design Workshops
As the project lead, HarrisonStevens have worked 
closely with Oliver Chapman Architects and Colin 
Ross Workshop.  Two design co-ordinated workshops 
were held where the strategy, concept and design 
development were discussed. 

The design workshops focused on the following key 
project objectives:

  ▪ Allocation of responsibility between the 
consultants

  ▪ Defining the key principles for the civic square as 
directed by community feedback

  ▪ Ensuring that the proposals for the square 
were deliverable and set within wider strategic 
considerations

  ▪ Setting out the next steps and further 
consultation with the community

The first concept workshop held in June summarised 
the engagement material and sought to define the key 
principles for the space.  There was then a period of 
concept development on the individual consultants 
with a focus on the six themes; activity, colour, heritage, 
stewardship, safety and access.  

The second concept workshop held in July pulled 
together the development ideas and looked at the 
wider strategic vision.  Roles were defined with Colin 
Ross Workshop tasked to draw out a wider connectivity 
vision for Wester Hailes and Oliver Chapman Architects  
to develop  initial ideas for enhancing the link into the 
square from the south west, developing options for the 
use of the public space to the west of the square and 
options for occupying the step space to the south of the 
library.  Meanwhile HarrisonStevens progressed with 
the civic square concept design.
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Site overview drawing Community garden concept drawing

Civic square concept drawing

Project Design Events Timeline 

First concept 
design workshop Draft Concepts Presentation to WHCT Revise ConceptSecond concept 

design workshop
Preparation of 
Consultation

July 2018 July 2018 July 2018 August 2018 August 2018 August 2018
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canal

development potential 
[commercial/ leisure/ 
residential]?

rail station

parking 300 cars+

retail mall+ 
public space 

cinema

public services

library

connection/ 
public realm?

connection/ greenspace?

plaza

greenspace

bingo hall

supermarket

community 
development-
potential?

development potential 
[sport/ leisure/ residential]?

development potential 
[commercial/ leisure?

WESTSIDE PLAZA, WESTER HAILES
Strategy Sketch  SK1813- 01

June 2018

colinross:workshop

Wider strategy sketch Plan sketch 

Site analysis 

1. First Concept Workshop 
Participants
Mike Harrison (HarrisonStevens)

Oliver Chapman (Oliver Chapman Architects)

Colin Ross (colinross: workshop)

Outcomes
Introduction of key north link to the Union Canal

  ▪ Introduction of key north link to the Union Canal

  ▪ Principle of softer green west side

  ▪ Connectivity across the space – is it a linear 
space or two separate squares split by the 
service road

  ▪ Defining several smaller spaces and sequences 
throughout the space

  ▪ Review of function and movement through the 
space

  ▪ Phasing and initial thoughts on what should come 
first as the ‘take off’ for the square

Concept Plan Development
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Concept plan 

Plaza seating sketch Play structurePlay structure model in SketchUp

Wider Strategy

2. Second Concept Workshop 
Participants
Mike Harrison (HarrisonStevens)

Martha Halliday (Oliver Chapman Architects)

Colin Ross (colinross: workshop) 

Outcomes
  ▪ Defined roles for adjacent concept development, 

wider strategic connectivity and the civic square

  ▪ Reveal concept of retaining surfaces and lifting 
slabs to reveal green spaces below

  ▪ Connecting across the service road and how to 
minimise its intrusion into the space

  ▪ Defining the smaller civic square

  ▪ The Canal Park is defined with a strong 
connection from the square

  ▪ Re-purposing the south library steps

  ▪ Trees and the role they must play in the square

  ▪ Play area and precedent studies

The diagrams on page 42 illustrate some of the analysis 
formalised in the second workshop including;

  ▪ Activity

  ▪ Movement

  ▪ Spaces

  ▪ Access

  ▪ East to West spaces across the space

  ▪ And thoughts on Phasing
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3. Concept Development 
The development progress showed an plan improved 
through discussion. Final Outcomes

  ▪ Improve uneven surfaces and access

  ▪ Add colour and plants

  ▪ Interpretation of heritage and local stories

  ▪ Community group stewardship

  ▪ Introduce sport, play and activity

  ▪ Ensure that the square is safe and attractive

First Edition
  ▪ Develop a basic spatial structure from existing access and function

  ▪ Maintain most existing features

  ▪ Resurface the plaza to improve accessibility

  ▪ Transform the front square of council into a green space

  ▪ Provide outdoor seating and flexible civic space

  ▪ Introduce new trees in the green space

Existing Features
  ▪ The plaza is surrounded by service buildings like shopping centre, library and bar

  ▪ 5 existing columns are the most distinctive feature

  ▪ 34 existing trees

  ▪ Existing surfaces and steps 

  ▪ Existing road divides the plaza into two parts 

  ▪ Existing bus stop

Edinburgh Council

Job 
Centre 

& 
Church

Plaza Shopping Centre Lounge & BarCinema

Library

Bingo

Edinburgh Council

Job 
Centre 

& 
Church

Plaza Shopping Centre Lounge & BarCinema

Library

Bingo
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Second Edition
  ▪ Make the green space follow the original shape

  ▪ Keep paving panels as a historical features in the green space

  ▪ More trees in the green space

  ▪ Introduce a performance area outside the library

  ▪ Introduce a play area

  ▪ Direct pedestrian pathway from plaza entrance to the canal park

  ▪ Remove four trees at the entrance

  ▪ Extend the plaza paving to the road to encourage pedestrian dominance

Third Edition
  ▪ Reshape the front plaza and play area to make the main entrance more welcoming

  ▪ Introduce a garden next to the performance area 

  ▪ Introduce another paving material around green space to identify space boundary

  ▪ Add planters for community garden

  ▪ Detailed play structure and furniture in the play area

  ▪ Remove five trees at the shopping centre entrance

  ▪ More potential for market space

  ▪ Add three football pitches 

Edinburgh Council

Job 
Centre 

& 
Church

Plaza Shopping Centre Lounge & BarCinema

Library

Bingo

Edinburgh Council

Job 
Centre 

& 
Church

Plaza Shopping Centre Lounge & BarCinema

Library

Bingo
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Analysis Diagrams (from Second Workshop)

Spatial Structure Proposed Spatial Structure Existing Access and Spatial Structure

PhasingPedestrian FlowActivities
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ACTIVITY

COLOuR HERITAgE

STEWARDSHIP

ACCESS

SAFETY

Precedent Study
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Concept Plan

Design Solution

  ▪ Improve uneven surfaces and access
  ▪ Add colour and plants

  ▪ Interpretation of heritage and local stories

  ▪ Community group stewardship
  ▪ Introduce sport, play and activity
  ▪ Ensure that the square is safe and attractive
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Community garden visualisation

Distribution diagram

Themes
The following pages elaborate on the six key project 
themes, illustrating how the theme has been realised in 
the emerging concept proposals, where in the square 
they can be manifested and how the spaces may look in 
the future.

Colour
Proposals to introduce colour and mitigate against the 
bland homogeneous greys and buff tones in the square.  
The west side of the square is proposed as a community 
garden, with colourful planting and trees which will 
provide seasonal interest.  Further colour is introduced 
in the new paving and the proposed play area.  The play 
space introduces bright bold colour at the entrance 
into the space, creating a vibrant active attraction to the 
front of the square.  An advert of fun and healthy activity 
drawing people into the space from the adjacent streets 
and the canal park to the north.

  ▪ Seasonal trees and flowers

  ▪ New paving

  ▪ Children play structure

  ▪ Existing columns with Art and Signing

  ▪ Community Green

The Community Garden could be referred to as the 
Wester Hailes Community Green, the informal nature 
of the lawn contrasts with the more civic presence of 
the hard landscape spaces to the east adjacent to the 
Shopping Plaza entrance and Library.  The Green could 
be the centre for many seasonal community events, 
provide a spill out from the civic space and offer a place 
for relaxation in appropriate weather.
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Access
A significant consideration from the outset and a 
concern from the community was the quality and 
consistency of the paved surface.  Many accidents 
result from the uneven and broken slabs.  A 
homogeneous even surfaced is preferred by the 
community over new slabs which have the potential to 
fail again in the future.  Navigation around the space is 
considered by rationalising the changes in levels with 
gentle gradients and suitable balustrades and handrails.  
The route into the square from the bus stops has been 
widened to create a welcome funnel approach to the 
shopping centre and library.

  ▪ Direct access to bus stop, shopping centre and 
other services

  ▪ Even surfaces and non-slip paving

  ▪ Considerate ramp access

  ▪ Safe crossing points

Plaza main entrance visualisation

Distribution diagram
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Stewardship
One of the main concerns with the current square is the 
lack of care, the space is not loved.  It is the responsibility 
of the City of Edinburgh Council to maintain the square, 
but feedback suggests that this is ineffective.  Therefore, 
with the new proposals local community groups could 
be encouraged to nurture the square and provide long 
term care.  For example, the youth groups could look 
after the schedules and bookings for the MUGAs, and 
Edible Estates may wish to look after the community 
garden spaces.  Further work to secure their role in the 
ongoing work at the square is required.  In addition it is 
necessary to ensure that funding is available for these 
groups to undertake the required involvement in the 
square.

  ▪ Community Green and Education Garden

  ▪ Local market

  ▪ Improved civic space

  ▪ Play and organised games in multi use games 
areas

  ▪ Community ownership of the new civic square

Market within civic square visualisation

Distribution diagram
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Activity
In the second concept design workshop the current 
activity in the square was mapped, the active frontages 
identified and the routes across the square drawn.  The 
outcome of the youth engagements, with both the 
clubs and schools was that they wished to see more 
fun, active spaces and generally more excitement in 
the square.  The concept proposals introduce a new 
colourful and challenging play space, informal parkour/
urban free running opportunities, organised team play 
in the MUGAs, and a range of more passive activities 
within the garden and café seating areas.  It is also 
hoped that events, including markets and music, are 
encouraged in the stage and civic square areas of the 
proposed scheme.

  ▪ Markets

  ▪ Festivals

  ▪ Children’s Play

  ▪ Sports

Performance space visualisation

Distribution diagram
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Safety
It has been clearly identified that the current condition 
of the square presents a number of concerns regarding 
safety.  The broken lights mean that the space is dark 
and uninviting at night and in the early evenings during 
winter months.  The antisocial behaviour of youths who          
congregate on and around to the steps on the south 
side of the library create a threatening atmosphere 
which can intimidate the elderly and the vulnerable.  
These two issues are addressed in the new design 
proposals.  Paving slabs are also replaced with a smooth 
surface which will reduce the number of accidents 
caused by trips on the uneven slabs.

  ▪ Lighting for safety

  ▪ Increased visibility

  ▪ Target anti-social behaviour

  ▪ Ongoing management/maintenace

Lighting Examples

Lighting Examples                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               Open Space Example

Distribution Diagram
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Heritage
Early in the project‘s development it was clear that there 
were a number of local experts on the history of Wester 
Hailes and that there is a real passion for presenting the 
town’s stories and treasures.  There are several ways 
that this history can be interpreted and presented in the 
square.  Some highly visual and others more subtle and 
more integrated into the paving surfaces.  

The design proposals incorporate two specific methods 
to illustrate and record the heritage of the square.  In 
addition the standing stones within the square and to 
the open space to the west of the square are well liked 
by the community and it is proposed to retain these as 
key markers.  Also the Digital Totem provides a unique 
insight into the town, presented in an engaging and truly 
modern way. The wider vision for the area should allow 
the totem to have a significant place in the town.

1. The pattern of the existing square has a series of 
rectangular outlines which could define a series 
of concrete panels, in which historic images of 
the town’s development could be imprinted.  
Scenes of the town, the people, the work and the 
environment.

2. The proposal to retain the columns provide 
an opportunity to introduce interpretation of 
the town stories through Art Works, paving 
manifestations, inscriptions into the stone paving, 
panels and models.

The objective of keeping the heritage of the town alive if 
to ensure that the stories are boldly presented within the 
new vibrant spaces.

The stories and facts that are to be told require further 
research and WHCT have been tasked in the action plan 
to lead this.

  ▪ Local names

  ▪ Community history timeline

  ▪ History panels

  ▪ Integrated with art and community projects

History Timeline Examples                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     Signing Example

Distribution Diagram

Historic Photos Printed on Concrete
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Key Diagram Sketch

key Diagram
During the engagement process a number of 
discussions revealed opportunities which were out-
with the scope of this report but nevertheless had 
an impact on how the concept proposals were to 
developed.  It was important to ensure that the concepts 
were deliverable and did not compromise the future 
opportunities around the square and for the wider 
community.  

Two meetings were held which provided an insight into 
potential future projects which could have a bearing 
on the appearance and connectivity of the square.  A 
meeting with the shopping centre owners revealed 
three areas of opportunity immediately adjacent to 
the square.  These were explored by Oliver Chapman 
Architects; 

1. Ambitious proposals for the stepped space on 
the south elevation of the library.  Including a built 
form intervention to connect the façade of the 
shopping centre with the library and put a roof 
over the link to the east. Improved connectivity 
around the bar and hotel.  

2. A wider elevated link between the shopping 
centre and the hotel which could descend into 
the square and improved step ramp connections 
from the north of the cinema. 

3. Development opportunities to the west side of 
the plaza.  The most ambitious of which would 
see the existing job centre building replaced by a 
sports centre building creating an iconic structure 
to what is considered a gateway to Wester Hailes.

These are illustrated in the following pages.

The second meeting was an introduction to the Scottish 
Canal ambitions for a residential moorings hub opposite 
the square adjacent to the current car wash. The 
shopping centre indicated that they may be able to 
re-purpose the space occupied by the car wash.  One 
possible use is a family restaurant which could provide 
welfare facilities for the residential moorings on the 
canal.  An ambitious proposal to create a wider Canal 
Park stretching across the canal was also discussed.  
This would look to improve connectivity from the WHEC, 
establish a new crossing across the canal and create an 
outdoor amphitheatre space overlooking the canal and 
views to the Firth of Forth to the north.

However wider beyond the potential canal park 
concept to the north of the square is improvements to 

connectivity southwards.  This would seek to establish 
better connections to the Wester Hailes Healthy Living 
Centre, improved navigation and public realm through 
the existing car park and better links around the bar 
and hotel.  Improving these links will create a strong 
link between the WHHLC and the Canal Park, with the 
Westside Plaza Civic Square holding a key position in 
the route as a hinge between the Cinema and the Bus 
Stops.

The diagram opposite illustrates these adjacent 
and wider strategic considerations and allocates 
consultants within the team to each task; 

  ▪ HS = HarrisonStevens, 

  ▪ OCA = Oliver Chapman Architects, and 

  ▪ CRW = Colin Ross Workshop.

It should be noted that these concepts were developed 
to ensure that the emerging concepts for the square 
did not compromise future opportunities.  They 
were not developed beyond the initial sketch ideas 
and will require considerable further consultation 
with stakeholders and the community before more 
developed designs can be produced.

Totem Pole
Recorded on the diagram is the Wester Hailes Totem 
Pole.  A  carved digital totem pole erected in the town 
in 2012, with five QR codes, is possibly the worlds first 
Digital Totem Pole.  This feature is unique and provides a 

Totem Pole 
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Library Options

Option 1
Create a raised planted area in corner.

 

Option 2
Infill corner with a structure that could serve as either: 

  ▪ a new library entrance

  ▪ a cafe kiosk

  ▪ other small retail unit

 

Option 3
  ▪ Fully link the library and shopping centre.

  ▪ Form an internal secondary mall spur to the Bingo 
under the existing colonnade.

  ▪ Create a new ground floor accessible children’s 
library linking existing library entrance with mall.

  ▪ Re-purpose existing first floor as affordable 
office/commercial space.
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Plaza West Options

Option 1
Create sports courts for community use

 

Option 2
Create a landmark building with the following facilities: 

  ▪ Lower floor - Sport/ Pool/ Soft play

  ▪ Upper floor - Commercial/ Adult education/ 
Office space

 

Option 3
Create a new housing development with ground floor 
community/ commercial/ retail facing the plaza.

Edinburgh Council Edinburgh Council Edinburgh Council

Job Centre

Lounge & Bar Lounge & Bar Lounge & Bar

Cinema Cinema Cinema
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Plaza South Options

Option 1
Improving current façades and frontages.

Cloud include

  ▪ Living walls

  ▪ Painting and rendering

 

Option 2
Rebuild and form a single stair ramp on the East side for 
a safer, smarter and more direct access route between 
the levels.

Leaving opportunity for the building to house an event 
space for hire or leisure use.

 

Option 3
Rebuild and form a single stair ramp on the West side for 
a safer, smarter and more direct access route between 
the levels.

Leaving opportunity for the building to house an event 
space for hire or leisure use.

Edinburgh Council Edinburgh Council Edinburgh Council

Job Centre Job Centre Job Centre

Lounge & Bar

Shopping 
Centre

Shopping 
Centre

Shopping 
Centre

Cinema Cinema Cinema
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Westside Plaza Civic Square | A Community-led Design Process
BOARD 5

NEXT STEPS

PHASING

ACTION PLAN

WIDER CONTEXT

1a.
1b.

2

3

4

Westside Plaza - Library 
Westerhailes

Cafe /
Entrance

Library LibraryLibrary

Oliver 
Chapman 
Architects

Option 1

Create a raised planted area in corner 

Option 2

Infill corner with a small structure that could serve as either:
- a new library entrance
- a cafe kiosk
- other small retail unit

Option 3

- Fully link the library and shopping centre.
- Form an internal secondary mall spur to the Bingo under the 

existing colonnade.
- Create a new ground floor accessible children’s library linking exg 

library entrance with mall.
- Re-purpose exgfirst floor room as affordable office/commercial 

space

New youth library

Library area development optionsConnections and Developments

Wider Wester Hailes connections and opportunities

•	 SEPTEMBER	2018	-		 	 Produce	Report	summarising	the	projects	findings	and	proposals
•	 SEPTEMBER	2018	-		 	 Present	the	proposals	and	report	to	Wester	Hailes	Community	Trust
•	 SEPTEMBER	2018	-		 	 Present	the	proposals	to	the	City	of	Edinburgh	Council
•	 TO	JANUARY	2019	-		 	 Develop	the	design	to	a	detail	sufficient	to	bring	in	a	contractor	to	build	the		 	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 project
•	 TO	NOVEMBER	2018	-			 Investigate	and	apply	for	additional	funding	-	to	ensure	that	as	many	phases		 	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 as	possible	are	completed
•	 SPRING	2019	-		 	 	 Start	work	on	site	early	Spring	2019
•	 TO	2020	-		 	 	 	 Commence	and	continue	public	art	and	community	projects
•	 BY/IN	2020	-		 	 	 	 Completion	-	depends	on	the	extent	of	the	budget	and	phases	to	be			 	 	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 developed.			A	phase	of	the	works	will	be	complete	by	2020
•	 2020	-ONWARDS	-		 	 Community	involvement	in	the	ongoing	functions	of	the	new	community		 	 	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 square/garden

Improved connection 
to the WHEC

Improved canal 
moorings

Active edge animated/ 
energised/healthy 
frontage

Opportunity for improved 
frontage to link between 
plaza and cinema

Improved road crossing

Family restaurant 
and canal hub

Westside Plaza 
Civic Square

Improved access 
into civic square

Wester Hailes 
Healthy Living 
Centre

Improved pedestrian 
cycle link

New link across road

New canal moorings

Shopping 
Plaza

Car park

Cinema

Library

New canal bridge

U
ni

on
 C

an
al

Phase 1a - entrance and Access
•	 New	surface	and	new	seating	edge	to	the	bus	stops
•	 Introduce	realigned	link	to	the	Union	Canal
•	 Create	a	performance	space	at	library
•	 New	landscape	solution	to	the	‘anti-social’	steps	-	a	garden
•	 New	surface	and	wider	paving	area	upon	entrance	into	the	square
•	 Improve	access	with	realigned	ramps	and	handrails
•	 New	setting	for	the	retained	existing	trees

Phase 1b - Civic Space
•	 New	exciting	and	challenging	play	space	-	vertical	maze
•	 Introduction	of	art	work	and	information	signs	onto	the	existing	

columns
•	 Creation	of	a	more	manageable	civic	space
•	 Creation	of	seating	terrace	to	the	north	adjacent	to	the	bus	stops
•	 Introduce	new	seating	and	proposed	new	trees

Phase 2 - Community Garden
•	 Create	a	central	community	garden
•	 Proposed	new	trees	and	historic	story	panels	
•	 Introduce	planting	beds	

Phase 3 - Perimeter of Garden
•	 New	paving	surfaces
•	 Opportunities	for	improved	access	from/to	the	Cinema,	Health	Centre	

and	Rail	Station
•	 Introduce	more	community	growing	planting	beds
•	 Softer	surfaces	under	the	retained	existing	trees

Phase 4 - Meanwhile Projects
•	 Animate	the	open	space	to	the	west
•	 Creation	of	play	spaces	for	games,	active/healthy	lifestyle	on	show
•	 Potential	for	ambitious	re-development	opportunties

Rail 
Station

Car park

WHEC

Canal 
Park

Proposed	entrance	view Proposed	performance	area	and	garden

Proposed	community	garden	view Proposed	civic	square	and	seasonal	market

Option 1

•	 Create	a	garden	area	in	corner,	using	
the	base	form	of	existing	steps.

Option 2

•	 a	new	library	entrance
•	 a	cafe	kiosk
•	 other	small	retail	unit

Option 3

•	 Fully	link	the	library	and	shopping	centre.
•	 Form	an	internal	secondary	mall	spur	to	

the	Bingo	under	the	existing	colonnade.
•	 Create	a	new	ground	floor	accessible	

children’s	library	linking	existing	library	
entrance	with	mall.

•	 Re-purpose	existing	first	floor	room	as	
affordable	office/commercial.

Infill corner with a small structure that could 
serve as either

Wider Strategy

The adjacent annotated sketch illustrates the potential 
wider strategic link between the Union Canal and the 
Healthy Living Centre.  The key principles are:

1. Improved link within the car park, pedestrian 
priority

2. Visual permeability north to south

3. Commercial opportunity to the east elevation 
of the cinema to activate the route between the 
cinema and the shopping centre

4. Improved access around the bar and hotel, wider 
steps and ramps into the square  

5. Improved connection across the road to the 
north of the square – which would require 
some realignment of the bus stops and existing 
crossing point 

6. Introduction of a route down to the canal 

7. New bridge link across the canal 

8. Improved links to WHEC
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Thursday 23rd August 2018, 11am to 7pm
Westside Plaza Civic Square, Wester Hailes

COME AND SEE THE FUTURE OF YOUR CIVIC SQUARE

COMMUNITY CONSULTATION

Westside Plaza Civic Square | A Community-led Design Process

We Value Your Opinion
18017_SK_270618 | [B]_300718

Concept Landscape Proposals

Westside Plaza, Wester Hailes | Wester Hailes Community Trust
Concept Plan Development | July 2018
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     Design Solutions
  ▪ Improve uneven surfaces

  ▪ Improve access through better levels 
and grades throughout the plaza

  ▪ More colour and softer spaces

  ▪ Introduce more planting and grass

  ▪ Sport, Play and Activity

  ▪ Interpretation of history and local 
stories

  ▪ Community group involvement to 
engage with the local community long 
term

Library

Edinburgh Council

Plaza Shopping Centre

Bingo

Cinema

Job 
Centre & 
Church

Lounge & Bar

landscape proposal

engagement events

steWardsHIp

access actIvItY

coloUr

      design solutions

  ▪ Improve uneven surfaces and access
  ▪ Add colour and plants

  ▪ Interpretation of heritage and local stories
  ▪ Community group stewardship
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Concept Landscape Proposals

Westside Plaza, Wester Hailes | Wester Hailes Community Trust
Concept Plan Development | July 2018
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  ▪ Introduce sport, play and activity
  ▪ Ensure that the square is safe and attractive

Westside Plaza Civic Square | A Community-led Design Process

We Value Your Opinion

COmE AnD SEE thE futurE Of YOur CIVIC SquArE

 COmmunItY COnSultAtIOn
thursday 23rd august 2018, 11am to 7pm

Westside plaza civic square, Wester Hailes

Preparation for Community Consultation
Advertising

  ▪ Flyer

  ▪ Banner

On 27th July a meeting was held to review the emerging 
concept proposals.  The agenda was as follows.  

1. Review of Engagement exercise 

2. Review of Concept design development 

3. Proposed Reporting timescales 

4. Proposed Consultation Event – date, format and 
location to be agreed at the meeting 

5. Ongoing design service to develop the concept 
design into a Tender status design for CEC to 
take on board and implement 

6. Funding options

The presented concept proposals were well received 
with a number of observations to be incorporated.  The 
meeting also set out the immediate future timeline and 
agreed a date for the Community Consultation Event, 
23rd August, to be held in the civic square or in the 
shopping centre dictated by the weather.

There were several upcoming community events for 
which it was agreed early material should be produced 
to help promote the consultation event;

  ▪ The Veggie BBQ – August 8th 

  ▪ The Wester Hailes Fun run – August 19th 

Flyers and a pop-up banner were produced for these 
events.  Flyers were placed into the fun run participants 
reward bags and the pop-up banner could be displayed 
at both events.

The images opposite illustrate the flyer and pop up 
banner produced for the events.

Following these initial community events further 
banners were produced for the main community 
event on the 23rd August.  These are illustrated on the 
following pages, describing:

1. the engagement process and outcomes 

2. the concept designs 

3. the six key themes in more detail 

4. the six key themes in more detail, and 

5. the next steps, phasing and wider considerations

Flyer                                                                                                                                                                                                                   Banner
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Community Consultation
Community Consultation Day

  ▪ Drop-in event - 23rd August 2018

Objectives
The overall objective of the event was to answer the 
following questions:

  ▪ What do you like about the landscape proposals 
for Westside Plaza Civic Square?

  ▪ What is most important to you for the new 
Westside Plaza Civic Square?

  ▪ Are there any other ideas, which are not shown, 
that you would like to see in Westside Plaza Civic 
Square in the future?

Material Package
  ▪ Five banners - used to present the project

  ▪ Model - Phasing “puzzles” and base

  ▪ Printed key illustrations and sketches

  ▪ Printed existing pictures 

  ▪ Consultation questionnaire

Event
The event was held at Plaza Shopping Centre (due to 
bad weather) Thursday 23rd August 2018 from 11:00-
18:00. 

Expected participants
We invited the local community of Wester Hailes 
including schools, youth clubs, council, local 
stakeholders etc. so we expected a wide variety of 
activities to be able to engage with the different groups.

Activities
Comments and Ideas

  ▪ 20 number 60x60x60cm boxes folded and 
used to draw/write comments and ideas on. We 
encourage people to decorate the boxes with 
ideas and suggestions.

Map and Model

  ▪ A model of the square at 1:200 with the phasing 
“puzzles”.

Kids Art Workshop

  ▪ Kids art workshop with WHALE artist Michael 
Bowdidge to engage families.

Street Performance

  ▪ Street performers from Edinburgh Festival Fringe 
to attract and engage audiences, and showcase 
ideas for future activity that could take place in a 
redesigned plaza in a performance space.

Questionnaire
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Banners

The banners introduced  each stage of the initial design 
process, including engagement events, concept 
design, themes and next steps. To help local residents 
understand the proposal, we used visualisations and 
reference images to present the project. 

1. E
ngagement

2. Landscape Design

3. Images, sketches and themes 
of concept 4. Images, sketches and themes 

of concept

5. Next steps
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Summary
Number of visitors: 43 approx.

Comments Received 
Flexible civic square

  ▪ Farmer’s market

  ▪ Local trading area

  ▪ Street food

  ▪ Artisan goods 

Play area
  ▪ More play equipment

  ▪ Football Pitches may block the access

Performance space
  ▪ May not be used very well

Seating
  ▪ More seating near library

  ▪ Seating to watch football

  ▪ Removable roof

Lighting
  ▪ Better lighting at the entrance

Buildings and surroundings
  ▪ More vegetation around buildings (eg. green wall) 

  ▪ Renovate/refurbish façades

  ▪ Bike racks

Levels and access
  ▪ Accessible

  ▪ Anti-slippery surface

  ▪ Handrails

  ▪ Using local materials as paving

Community Garden
  ▪ More inclusive

Other services
  ▪ Taking action to drug users

  ▪ Bus tracker

  ▪ Litter bins

  ▪ CCTV coverage

  ▪ Further planting near housing areas

  ▪ Artificial grass

  ▪ School involvement

  ▪ Better (and direct) connection to school

What do you like about the landscape 
proposals for Westside Plaza Civic Square?

  ▪ New surface 

  ▪ Community garden

  ▪ Play area

  ▪ Market (community activity)

  ▪ New library steps

  ▪ Seating

What is most important to you for the 
Westside Plaza Civic Square?

  ▪ Even, non-slippery surface

  ▪ Safety (remove anti-social behaviour)

  ▪ Green space

  ▪ Cleanliness

  ▪ Child friendly

Are there any other ideas, which are not 
shown, that you would like to see in Westside 
Plaza Civic Square in the future?

  ▪ Skate park

  ▪ Soft play
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Presentation to the Wester Hailes 
Community Trust
Event

  ▪ 18th September 2018

Participants
  ▪ Mike Harrison (HarrisonStevens)

  ▪ Helena Barrett-Duncan (WHALE Arts)

  ▪ Eoghan Howard (WHCT)

  ▪ Caroline Richards (WHCT)

  ▪ Sola Funke (WHCT)

Feedback and Response
  ▪ The report was supported by the board.  It was 

agreed that the combined response would be 
issued to HarrsionStevens within two weeks of 
the meeting.

  ▪ General comments included more information 
of the numbers of the community who were 
engaged in the process and that the outcomes 
of some of the events should be more clearly 
illustrated.

Presentation to the Creativity & Making 
Places group 
Event

  ▪ 18th September 2018

Participants
  ▪ CEC - Creativity Making Places Team and local 

officers

  ▪ WHALE Arts

  ▪ WHCT

  ▪ HarrisonStevens

Feedback and Response
  ▪ Support for the concept proposals

  ▪ There had been some initial response from CEC 
prior to the meeting and these are recorded on 
the next page.  A response is also noted which 
represents the views of the Concept Designer in 
relation to the desires and ideas expressed by the 
Community in this process.

  ▪ There is a requirement for feedback forms to be 
issued and responses collated for a number of 
the events which took place - HarrisonStevens to 
compile a form which WHCT can send out.

  ▪ Numbers of attendees for the events should be 
recorded.

  ▪ Phasing option to include for more area with less 
intervention (cost) and more impact should be 
considered.

  ▪ Therefore as a priority for the initial 
implementation phase within the current budget 
it was agreed to focus on the Community Green, 
works to the library steps in an attempt to reduce 
the extent of anti-social behaviour, and to 
provide better access and more even surfaces 
throughout.  In order to be able to spread the cost 
of relaying the surfaces it maybe necessary to 
use pragmatic materials such as tarmac. This was 
not the communities wish, but there very much 
was a desire from the community to improve 
accessibility through the square and if this is 
managed with pragmatic materials which are 
robust, perhaps this is an acceptable resolution.

  ▪ The next steps were discussed.  HarrisonStevens 
commissioned is to produce the concept design 
and report as a result of the community led 
design.  Following this it is the responsibility of 
CEC to procure a team to develop the design 
and lead through into the implementation stages. 

During which the design will be aligned to the 
spend which CEC have allocated.

  ▪ However there is potential for additional funding 
from a number of alternative sources.  This would 
allow the project to be realised in its entirety.  
Funding source is therefore a key immediate 
action to ensure that the works progressing 
through the CEC can be embellished with 
additional money and scope.

  ▪ Wester Hailes Community Trust should be 
included as a project partner as the project 
develops.

  ▪ Planning confirmed that the works would likely 
require planning approval as they involved 
engineering works, this has to be included in the 
time scales.

  ▪  Ongoing engagement with the Shopping Centre 
is required.

  ▪ A structural survey of the existing free standing 
pillars is to be commissioned.

  ▪ The report is to be finalised incorporating the 
comments and then issued to WHCT who will 
then pass this onto the Council.

  ▪ The group were introduced to the proposals for 
improved  Scottish Canals moorings on the Union 
Canal will provide a potential link to the north.  

The link can be further extended with a  new 
bridge over the Canal to connect to WHEC. 

Next Steps
  ▪ Following these presentations and comments, 

amendments will be made and the Final Concept 
Design Report is to be issued at the end of 
October 2018.

  ▪ WHCT will issue the  Final Report to City of 
Edinburgh Council to enable the design to be 
developed and the implementation stages to 
progress.

  ▪ Feedback forms will be issued, completed and 
responded to.  The results of which will be made 
available to the Council.

  ▪ WHCT have expressed a desire to be involved 
in partnership with CEC during the design 
development and implementation stages of the 
project, acting as guardians of the community 
design.
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The following response was received via email from 
Dr. Andy Edwards, South West Locality Transport & 
Environment Manager on 16th August 2018.  It was in 
response of having received an earlier concept plan the 
week prior.  

This report addresses these points raised in the table 
below.

Comment Response

01 Due to the size of the service vehicles making 
deliveries to Westside Plaza the access road 
would need to be asphalt due to ongoing 
maintenance costs and potential trip hazards. 

This would be a more pragmatic solution.  It is not 
impossible to design high quality aesthetic surface 
finishes which can withstand heavy traffic.  However 
they would be expensive.

The reduction of the impact of the service road is a key 
design principle to enhance safety, ensure the space 
reads as a whole, and to provide a more attractive 
space not dominated by cars and delivery vehicles 
(some of which are every large HGVs).

02 The multi-use games court raises a number 
of significant safety concerns and would 
recommend this is removed. 

The exact concern was discussed at the presentation 
meeting on the 18th September.  It is to do with 
distraction of drivers and footballs on the roads.

This concern can be mitigated by screening around 
the pitch or pitches, and a netting over the pitch.  It was 
always intended that the pitches are fenced and fully 
enclosed.  However the Architectural Liaison Officer did 
express concerns that the screening may create more 
places to hide.  There appears many constraints for the 
successful establishment of playing pitches to the west, 
it does however remain one of the main points raised on 
most occasions at all ages and levels of the community 
- playing fields and activity provision.  Therefore is worth 
pursuing a resolution in the detail design stages.

03 The green areas would need to be designed to 
require minimal maintenance as the service area 
is already at capacity. 

This is understood, the tightening of the CEC budgets 
for all services is evident.  The simple introduction of 
grass lawns will make significant difference.  There 
is also the hope and desire to encourage community 
stewardship in the Community Green.  The community 
should be encouraged to look after the space.  

04 The existing columns that are being proposed for 
art works and community news would need to be 
replaced or removed completely due to longer 
term structural concerns.

There have been no adverse comments provided 
on the columns by the community throughout the 
engagement and consultation.  The question was not 
specifically asked if they were liked but they were never 
raised as an issue, talked about frequently in many 
conversations, never in a negative way.  It is the opinion 
therefore to retain them, they create a unique design 
feature and form a visual axis from the bus stops to the 
shopping centre.  The opportunity to use the structures 
for play, art, lighting, and information will give these 
features a new lease of life.

They form a significant visual element of the concept 
design.

If it is proposed to remove them WHCT felt that they 
would have to consult with the community on this, to 
seek their opinion.

05 I have slight concerns regarding the play area 
being adjacent to a bus stand and the potential 
for pedestrian/vehicle conflicts.

The best location for the play area from a security and 
active view point is adjacent to the bus stops, near the 
cafe, opposite the library and on the main axis between 
street and shopping centre entrance.  A place where 
parents will stop and wait for a bus, a few minutes of 
play; get a book or study in the library, an opportunity 
to play; a brief shopping trip, passing the play space, 
vibrant, active and enticing.

The concern on safety with traffic and children can be 
mitigated.

06 We also need to find a suitable location for CCTV 
that would cover the majority of the area to 
improve the feeling of security.

Agreed, reducing the number of trees at the shopping 
centre entrance may help.  Can CCTV be located on 
the retained columns.  The shopping centre manager 
would be the best person to advise on the location of 
additional CCTV, the square is already covered by a 
number of cameras which the Centre security team 
monitor.

Comment Response
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Performance space

Softening of the service road with 
reinforced grass surface

Library access stairs reduced to fire 
exit only

Garden, utilising existing steps

Shared surface delineated

Existing columns used for Art works 
and community news- 5 number

Automatic bollard system

Seating - vehicle restricted

Multi use games court with fences

Self bound gravel, boundary to 
garden

26.

26.

Concept Plan - Option 1

Design Solution

  ▪ Improve uneven surfaces and access
  ▪ Add colour and plants

  ▪ Interpretation of heritage and local stories

  ▪ Community group stewardship
  ▪ Introduce sport, play and activity
  ▪ Ensure that the square is safe and attractive
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Concept Plan - Option 2 

This option maximises impact within minimal budget.

Laid to lawn with heritage panels.

Coloured 
surfacing. 
Possibly 
Tarmac 
with bold 
graphic 
patterns

Coloured 
surfacing. 
Possibly Tarmac 
with bold graphic 
patterns
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08 | Action Plan
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Phasing - Option 1

Phase 1a - Entrance and Access
  ▪ New surface and new seating edge to the bus stops

  ▪ Introduce realigned link to the Union Canal

  ▪ Create a performance space at the library

  ▪ New landscape solution to the ‘anti-social’ steps - a garden

  ▪ New surface and wider paving area upon entrance into the square

  ▪ Improve access with realigned ramps and handrails

  ▪ New setting for the retained existing trees

Phase 1b - Civic Space
  ▪ New exciting and challenging play space - vertical maze

  ▪ Introduction of art work and information signage onto the existing columns

  ▪ Creation of a more manageable civic space

  ▪ Creation of a seating terrace to the north, adjacent to the bus stops

  ▪ Introduce new seating and proposed new trees

Phase 2 - Community Green
  ▪ Create a central community green

  ▪ Proposed new trees and historic story panels 

  ▪ Introduce planting beds

Phase 3 - Perimeter of Green
  ▪ New paving surfaces

  ▪ Opportunities for improved access from/to the Cinema, Health Centre and Rail Station

  ▪ Introduce more community growing planting beds

  ▪ Softer surfaces under the retained existing trees

Phase 4 - Meanwhile Projects
  ▪ Animate the open space to the west

  ▪ Creation of play spaces for games, active/healthy lifestyle on show

  ▪ Potential for ambitious re-development opportunities

1a.
1b.

2.

3.

4.

Packaged delivery to constrained budgets over a longer time frame.
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Phase 1 - Entrance and Access, Community Green and Perimeter
  ▪ New surface and new seating edge to the bus stops

  ▪ Introduce realigned link to the Union Canal

  ▪ New surface and wider paving area upon entrance into the square

  ▪ Improve access with realigned ramps and handrails

  ▪ New setting for the retained existing trees

  ▪ Create a central community green

  ▪ Proposed historic story panels 

  ▪ Introduce planting beds

  ▪ Opportunities for improved access from/to the Cinema, Health Centre and Rail Station

  ▪ Introduce more community growing planting beds

  ▪ Softer surfaces under the retained existing trees 

Phase 2 - Civic Space
  ▪ New exciting and challenging play space - vertical maze

  ▪ Introduction of art work and information signs onto the existing columns

  ▪ Creation of a more manageable civic space

  ▪ Creation of seating terrace to the north adjacent to the bus stops

  ▪ Introduce new seating and proposed new trees

Phase 3 - Meanwhile Projects
  ▪ Animate the open space to the west

  ▪ Creation of play spaces for games, active/healthy lifestyle on show

  ▪ Potential for ambitious re-development opportunities

1.
1.

2.

1.

3.

Phasing - Option 2 
Maximising impact, minimising budget.
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Project Cost
Can be broken into phases

£ 260,245

£ 514,846

£ 307,704

£ 390,000

Phase 1a
  ▪ Site clearance  

  ▪ Earthworks 

  ▪ Soft landscape works 

  ▪ Hard landscape works 

  ▪ Lighting 

  ▪ Street furniture 

  ▪ Service 

  ▪ Drainage

Phase 1b
  ▪ Site clearance  

  ▪ Earthworks 

  ▪ Soft landscape works 

  ▪ Hard landscape works 

  ▪ Lighting 

  ▪ Play area 

  ▪ Existing columns

  ▪ Street furniture 

  ▪ Service 

  ▪ Drainage

Phase 2+3
  ▪ Site clearance  

  ▪ Earthworks 

  ▪ Soft landscape works 

  ▪ Hard landscape works 

  ▪ Lighting to paths

  ▪ Street furniture 

  ▪ Service 

  ▪ Drainage

Phase 4 (MUGA)
Football pitches
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•	 5th SEPTEMBER 2018 -                          Produce Report summarising the projects findings and proposals                                                                                                                                                                                                                    - Complete, refer to Chapter 07

•	 16th SEPTEMBER 2018 -                          Present the proposals and report to Wester Hailes Community Trust                                                                                                                                                                                                             - Complete, refer to Chapter 07

•	 16th SEPTEMBER 2018 -                          Present the proposals to the City of Edinburgh Council                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 - Complete, refer to Chapter 07

•	 TO JANUARY 2019 -                          Develop the design to a detail sufficient to bring in a contractor to build the project                                                                                                                                       - Procurement of services to be agreed - CEC

•	 OCTOBER 2019 TO COMPLETION -                       Engage with community groups, who may have an interest in ongoing stewardship of the square. eg. Edible Estates                                                                                                                                               - WHCT        

•	 TO NOVEMBER 2019 -                           Investigate and apply for additional funding - to ensure that as many phases as possible are completed                                                                                                                  - Funding review to be arranged

•	 SPRING 2019 -                           Start work on site early Spring 2019                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     - To be actioned through CEC

•	 TO 2020 -                            Commence and continue public art and community projects                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             - WHCT

•	 BY/IN 2020 -                           Completion - depends on the extent of the budget and phases to be developed.  A phase of the works will be complete by 2020                                                                                                                      - CEC

•	 2020 -ONWARDS -                                                Community involvement in the ongoing functions of the new community square/garden                                                                                                                                                                                                                      - WHCT

Timeline Action Column

  ▪ Shopping Centre

  ▪ Scottish Canals

  ▪ Police Scotland (Architectural Liaison Officer)

Stakeholders who expressed a desire to be further consulted on the developing designs and delivery of the project.
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Potential Funding Sources
Other than £ 300,000 from CEC

ORGANISATION NAME OF FUND LINK TYPE OF PROJECT FUNDED FUNDING AWARD AMMOUNT DESIGN CONSTRUCT

PLAY AREAS        

PlayDale
PlayGround Equipment 
Funding

https://www.playdale.co.uk/playground-
equipment-funding/ Potenial funding and guidance for play areas.

The Robertson Trust    http://www.therobertsontrust.org.uk/ For community purposes categories to be considered can be: ‘Community Arts’, 
‘Community Sports’, ‘Education and training’, ‘Health’.

No more than 10% of total costs of 
the project 

Big Lottery Fund   
Grants for community-
led activity

https://www.biglotteryfund.org.uk/
funding/programmes/grants-for-
community-led-activity

Applications are open for community groups which have: a social purpose, open 
membership and community control

£10,000 - £150,000 which can fund 
100% of the project 

FURTHER FUNDING FOR PARKS/GREEN SPACE/ ENVIRONMENT    

Heritage Lottery Fund

Parks for People https://www.hlf.org.uk/looking-funding/
our-grant-programmes/parks-people

The Parks for People programme is for projects related to historic parks and 
cemeteries in the UK. Two-round process application.

From £100,000 to £5,000,000

engagement 
+ evaluation 




Landscape 
Partnerships 

https://www.hlf.org.uk/looking-funding/
our-grant-programmes/landscape-
partnerships

For large scale conservation of Lanscape schemes etc. partnership approach 
required.Fund schemes that make a lasting difference for heritage, people and 
communities in the UK. Two-round process application.

From £100,000 to £3,000,000 
Greggs Foundation

Small Environment 
Grant

https://www.greggsfoundation.org.uk/
small-environment-grant

Aimed at small scale projects to improve the environment and relative 
communities in disadvantaged areas Up to £2,000 

USEFUL LINKS FOR FUND SEARCHING 

Funding Scotland http://fundingscotland.com/Account/
MemberLoginRegister?ReturnUrl=%2F

Search engine that allows cutsomised searches for funds with constantly 
updated news on most recent funds and deadlines

TCV Scotland 
https://www.tcv.org.uk/sites/default/
files/1605/files/tcv_scotland_funding_
news_summer_2016.5.pdf

TCV Scotland provides upfated pdfs of funding options for communities

Greenspace Scotland http://greenspacescotland.org.uk/
funding-sources.aspx

Useful archive of funding resources focussed on the environment and 
communities

Funding Information http://www.fundinginformation.org/ Useful archive of sustainable funding resources

Farm Garden https://www.farmgarden.org.uk/search/node/
funding Useful archive of funding resources focussed on community gardens and growing

  Potential funds which could be more attainable and upon which to focus.
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ORGANISATION NAME OF FUND LINK TYPE OF PROJECT FUNDED FUNDING AWARD AMMOUNT DESIGN CONSTRUCT

GENERAL FUNDING SOURCES     

RIAS
Scottish Community 
Prodjects Fund 

https://www.rias.org.uk/services/
scottish-community-projects-fund/

Grant for a local Community Group to employ an architect or any other building 
professional, to prepare a feasibility study for building or environmental 
improvement projects or employment or other initiatives which have social 
benefit.

Up to £2000 half the cost 
(whichever is the lower) of 
feasibility study 

Scottish Govenmnet  
People and 
Communities Fund

https://beta.gov.scot/policies/
community-empowerment/empowering-
communities-fund/

Tackles mainly ‘Social Inclusion’ which would be good for community projects 
but also poverty and less priviledged communities

Awards vary depending on project 
The Robertson Trust   The Robertson Trust http://www.therobertsontrust.org.uk

For community purposes categories to be considered can be: ‘Community Arts’, 
‘Community Sports’, ‘Education and training’, ‘Health’.

No more than 10% of total costs of 
the project 

CSGN
CSGN Development 
Fund

http://www.
centralscotlandgreennetwork.org/
resources/funding/csgn-development-
fund

Depending on the nature of the projects categores are:” Trees, Woodlands and 
Green Infrastructure”, “Community Growing”, “Strategic Routes”, “Active Travel, 
“Vacant and Derelict Land”, “Disadvantaged Communities”

Awards vary depending on project  
Scottish Government  

Regeneration Capital 
Grant Fund

https://beta.gov.scot/policies/
regeneration/capital-investment/

For large scale developments ONLY. Awards vary depending on project 
Foundation Scotland Express Grants

https://www.foundationscotland.org.uk/
grants-and-funding-for-organisations/
grant-programmes/express-grants/

Up to £2000 
Keep Scotland Beautiful

Climate Challenge 
Fund, Development 
Fund

https://www.keepscotlandbeautiful.org/
sustainability-climate-change/climate-
challenge-fund/

Development Grants of up to 
£1,500 

Esmee Fairbarn Foundation Social Change Fund https://esmeefairbairn.org.uk/ Category: ‘Social Change’, sub-category: ‘Place – revitalising community life’ Awards vary depending on project
rare 

The Tudor Trust http://tudortrust.org.uk/ Supporting positive change in communities Awards vary depending on project

Edinbrugh City Council  
Neighbourhood 
Partnership Fund

https://www.edinburghnp.org.uk/about-
nps/funding/community-grants-fund/

up to £5,000  

Big Lottery Fund  

Awards For All
https://www.biglotteryfund.org.uk/
funding/programmes/national-lottery-
awards-for-all-scotland

This is an easy way for smaller organisations to get small amounts of funding. 
It’s focused on organisations who have not received a grant from the programme 
in the last three years. Awards for All is a partnership between Big Lottery Fund 
Scotland and sportscotland

£500 - £10,000

event/ activity 

 
Grants For 
Community-Led 
Activity 

https://www.biglotteryfund.org.uk/
funding/programmes/grants-for-
community-led-activity

Applications are open for community groups which have: a social purpose, open 
membership and community control

£10,000 - £150,000 which can fund 
100% of the project

? not clear 
Investing In Ideas

https://www.biglotteryfund.org.uk/
global-content/programmes/scotland/
investing-in-ideas

Grants are available to organisations to enable them to think about, develop 
and test ideas or improved ways of working that will bring real improvements to 
communities and the lives of people most in need.

£500 - £10,000 
Community Asset

https://www.biglotteryfund.org.uk/
funding/programmes/community-assets

Through Community Assets grants, we aim to empower people to create strong 
and resilient communities by helping them to acquire, manage or develop assets 
such as buildings or land. Also fund work that is people-led, strengths-based and 
connected.

£10,000 - £1 million, can fund 
up to 100% of the project, also 
encouaregs match funding  

Celebrate Scotland
https://www.biglotteryfund.org.uk/
global-content/programmes/scotland/
celebratefund

For groups to hold one off events or activities which celebrate their local 
community

£500 - £5,000

consultation 


Sustrans  

Community Links 
Fund

https://www.sustrans.org.uk/scotland/
community-links

For the creation of infrastructure that makes it easier for people to walk and 
cycle for everyday journeys. £1,000 - £2,000,000  

Heritage Lottery Fund
Sharing Heritage Fund

https://www.hlf.org.uk/looking-funding/
our-grant-programmes/sharing-heritage

Explore your community’s heritage, From recording personal memories to 
conserving wildlife.

£3,000–£10,000

consultation 

 
Heritage Grants https://www.hlf.org.uk/looking-funding/

our-grant-programmes/heritage-grants Can be useful for communities to learn past skills, protecting biodiversity etc. Over £100,000  
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Engagement Material Packages     - School 
Engagement
Presentation

P1 P2
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P3 P4
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P5 P6
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Comments Card

P7
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Voting

P1 P2 P3 P4
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Westside Plaza
Surounding space

Wester Hailes Community Trust (WHCT) has 
commissioned HarrisonStevens Landscape Architects 
to deliver a community-led design process to 
develop an indicative masterplan for a redesign of 
Westside Plaza Civic Square.

WHCT believes the Plaza has huge potential to 
become a welcoming civic space, a focal point for 
community activity and a catalyst for social, economic 
and creative regeneration. WHCT applied to Scottish 
Government’s Making Places programme to enable 
a community-led process to be started that will give 
the community a voice when decisions are being 
made about the current and future layout of the 
plaza. Through a series of Community Design Events, 
the community-led project looks to transform and 
reimagine Westside Plaza Civic Square. The design 
team works closely with the local community and 
stakeholders understand how the plaza is currently 
used, what the community thinks of the quality of the 
plaza and to collect thoughts and ideas on how to 
develop Westside Plaza Civic Square to encourage 
greater use.

USER GUIDE

THE PROJECT

Westside Plaza Civic Square | A Community-led Design Process

The youth groups are a vital part of the local 
community, and we encourage youth groups to get 
involved and share their thoughts and ideas of how the 
plaza is presenting itself today, how they currently use 
it today and ideas for how it could look in the future. 

We therefore kindly ask you to do a simple exercise 
with your group, where you either all together or 
individually answer three questions about Westside 
Plaza:

•	 What do you like or not like about Westside Plaza 
Civic Square?

•	 What would you like to do when you are at Westside 
Plaza Civic Square?

•	 What do you like to do and see happening at 
Westside Plaza Civic Square in the future?

The questions can be answered either by writing or 
drawing by the you or the group - there is no wrong way 
to do it - and the activity can take as long as you want 
depending on ages and engagement levels.

An accompanying slideshow has been developed to 
support this project, which will have been sent along 
with this material. 

Please complete this with your group by Friday 22nd 
June 2018. Please collect in your group’s worksheets 
and put in an envelope labelling it clearly with group 
name, contact name and leave for collection at the 
reception/main office/building addressed for collection 
by Helena Barrett, WHALE Arts.

If you have questions please don’t hesitate to contact 
us:

Helena@whalearts.co.uk 
Mette.Moeller@HarrisonStevens.co.uk

Material Packages - Youth Engagement
Engagement Guide
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Engagement Material Packages - 
Stakeholder Engagement
Presentation

P1 P2
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P3 P4
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P5 P6
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P7 P8
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19

When you have answered all the questions, plot each rating on the ‘compass diagram’.

1

1

1

2

2

2

3

3

3

4

4

4

5

5

5

6

6

6

7

7

7

Can I easily walk and cycle around 
using good-quality routes?

Does public transport meet my 
needs?

Do traffic and parking arrangements 
allow people to move around safely 
and meet the community’s needs?

Do buildings, streets and public 
spaces create an attractive place 
that is easy to get around?

Can I regularly experience good-
quality natural space?

Can I access a range of space 
with opportunities for play and 
recreation?

Do facilities and amenities meet my 
needs?

Do I feel able to take part in 
decisions and help change things 

for the better?

Are buildings and spaces well 
cared for?

Do I feel safe here?

Does this place have a positive 
identity and do I feel I belong?

Is there a range of spaces and 
opportunities to meet people?

Do the homes in my area support 
the needs of the community?

Is there an active local economy 
and the opportunity to access 

good-quality work?

When answering think about Westside Plaza Civic Square.

7654321

A lot of room for 
improvements

Very little of room 
for improvements

PLACE STANDARD

Material Packages - Community 
Engagement
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Construction Cost Estimate Report

P1 P3P2 P4
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